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Mike:

Re BL's papers on economics. I'll take them separately.

The 1944 (presumed date?) work could go on the shelves as
"public" material

- on the grounds that it is the first "edition" of the works
from 1978 on, which we have mae public (following Bernie's
own "public" use of them),

- and that it was a planned and completed essay, as far as it
went.

I will make out a card ofx for it, therefore, with the title
and date in brackets, to indicate that we assign them on a
presumption.

But I think you should make up another title page, and maybe
a little introduction on its history, so far as we know it.

Certainly, it should have O Bernard Lonergan 1983 on the
title page.

And the usual note on getting permission for publication of
quotations from BL's non-published (in the strict sense of
"publiSed") writings.A

But the 1942 papers are another matter, and I would not agree
to their being made public. They are not a planned and complete
work, but various drafts, with pages started andm not finished,
with later pages covering the same ground as earlier (and,
obviously, a different attack on the same subject), etc. To
put them on the she4es, while Bernie is still alive, would
be like digging Fulton Sheen's trial drafts of a sermon out
of his waste papers and publishing them while he was alive.

On the other hand, they should be available to really earnest
students (not just curious tOourists) in the way the other
"Archives" papers are, so you might want to add them to the
Catalogue, and I would locate them with the latest "Batch"--
whatever that is, as being put together from various earlier
files.

Again, an introduction would he helpful. And, since this is a
bound copy, better to have the copyright sign on it too. (Notice
that there are marginal notes that don't seem to be Bernie's
--at least, there is one on p. 13. Notice also the phrase, p. 101,
"the present war"--internal evidence of the date!)

N.B. The 1944 volume, p. 56, has cut off the bottom line, written
in by Bernie. It's hardly legible in my copy, but seems to be:

'Typist's haplographia, insert at A

"and in the second interval objects in the same class were sold
in the quantity, q i"

[The double quot. marks (") are Bernie's, the single (t) are mine.
He may have had commas, cut off in my xerox.]
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An Outline of Circulation Analysis. 

1.	 View-point. 	It is the view-point of the present inquiry

that, besides the pricing system, there exists another economic

mechanism, that relative to this system man is not an internal

factor but an external agent, and that present economic problems

are peculiurly baffling because man as external agent has not

the systematic guidance he needs to operate successfully the

machine he coitrols.

On classical analysis economic mechanism is the pricing

system. It coordinates spontaneously a vast and ever shifting

manifold of otherwise independent choices of demand and decisions'

of supply. But man does not stand outside this machine; he is

part of it; his choices and decisions are themselves the variables

in the system. It follows that there is no possibility of setting
vicitoekic

down	 i-aa-11 on the one hand, the exigences of the machine

and, on the other, the consequent performance of man. A study of

the mechanics of motor-cars yield premises for a criticism of

drivers, precisely because the motor-cars, as distinct from the

drivers, have laws of their own which driver's must T,spect. But

ifthe mechanics of _rotors included, in a single piece, the anthropo-

logy of drivers, criticism could be no more than haphazard.

There is at present an abundance of economic criticism. It

is haphazard criticism. It does not proceed systematically from

solid premises. it is the intuition of socialists who find a

radical incoh.,.rence in - individual choices and decisions and leap



with a gay profusion of rhetoric to the simpliste solution of sub-

ordinating preferences and expectations to the benevolence of a

tyranny. In contrast the criticism of traditional economists is

the soul of sobriety. It is acute, informed, exact, subtle.

But perhaps one may doubt that it is inspired, that it suffers

from the imperious pressure of really siglificant ideas. Too

often does one learn that problems are very complex indeed, that

this or that element in the complexity may be singled out as

especially troublesome, that such and such a makeshift perhaps

meets the issue more satisfactorily than others which have been

advocated. For as makeshift follows makeshift, it becomes increasingly

difficult to distinguish between a democratic and a totalitarian

economy.

But economists can be champions of democracy as•well as

advisers to dictators or planning boards. The proof of the possi-

bility is an historical fact: the old political economists were

champions of democracy; and if the content of their thought has

been found inadequate, its democratic form is as valid to-day as

ever. That form consisted in the discovery of an economic mechanism

and in the dedUction of rules to guide men in the use of the economic

machine, a rule of laisser faire for governments and a rule of

thrift and enterprise for individuals. it is now fully apparent

that these rules serve their purpose only in particular cases,

but it is still insufficiently grasped that new and more satis-

factory rules have to be devised. Without them human liberty will

perish. For either men learn rules to guide them individually in

inetheeuse of the economic machine, or else they surrender their

liberty to be ruled along with the machine by a central planning

board.



The reality of that dilemma measures the significance of an

effort, how.ver tenuous and incomplete, to formulate the laws of

an economic mechanism more remote and, in a sense, more fundamental

than the pricing system. Now there is little dispute that the

dilemma is real, for the liberal dream of an automatic economy

has, like all dreams, at long last broken. The necessity of

rational control has ceased to be a question, and the one issue

is the locus of that control. Is it to be absolutist from above

downwards? Is it to be democratic from below upwards? Plainly

it can be democratic only in the measure in which economic science

succeeds in iesla uttering: not counsel to rulers but precepts

to mankind, not specific remedies and plans to increase the

power of bureaucracies, but univorsal laws which men themselves

administrate in the personal conduct of their lives. Thus

the braking of the liberal dream of automatic progress provokes

a revision of judgement on the old pblitical economists. Their

greatness lay not in fostering an amoral devotion to automatism

but in developing an economic science and from it issuing universal

precepts of proper economic conduct. The automatism is a husk

that has withered and fallen, and to cling to it is to fall into

the totalitarian abyss. The old science and the old precepts

have gone the way of Ptolemy and Newton. Bdt to deny the possi-

bility of a new science and new precepts is, I am convinced, to

deny the possibility of the survival of democracy.
0

	Sr.	
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2.	 Nethod. 	The method of circulation analysis resembles

more the method of arithmetic than the method of botany. It

involves a minimum of description and classification, a maximum

of inter-connections and functional relations. Perforce, some

description and classification are necessary; but they are highly

selective and they contain the apparent arbitrarinesS inherent

in all analysis. For analytic thinking uses classes based on

similarity only as a spring-board to reoch term defined by the

correlations in which they stand. To take the arithmetic illus-

tration, only a few of the integral numbers in the indefinite

number series are classes derived from descriptive similarity;

ia.#1144 by definition, the whole series is a b....1t1,Qa.,-1ft\A progression

in which each successive term is a function of its predecessor.

it is this procedure that gives arithmetic its endless possibilities

of accurate deduction; and, as has been well argued (*), it is

an esSentially analogous g*coelqd, procedure that underlies all

effective theory.

Note:

(*) See for instance, Ernst Cassirer, Substanzbegriff and Funktions-

begriff, Berlin 1910.

dirwiekoxanailylik

On such a methodological model AA raises a large super-structure

of terms and theorems upon a summary classification and a few brief

analyses of typical phenomena. Classes of payments quickly become

rates of payment standing in the mutual conditioninp; of a circulation;

to this mutual and, so to speak, internal conditioning there is

inlmediately added the external conditioning that arises out of



transfers of money from one circulation to another; in turn this t

twofold conditioning in the monetary order is correlated with the

conditioning constituted by productive rhythms of goods and services;

e'
N
from the foregoing dynamic configuration of conditions during a

limited interval of time, there is deduced a catalogue of possible

types of change in the configuration over a series of intervals.

There results a closely knit frame of reference that can envisage

any total movement of an economy as a function of variations in

rates of payment, and that can define the conditions of desirable

movements as well as deduce the causes of break-downs. Through

such a frame a reference one can see and express the mechanism

to which classical precepts are only partially adapted; and through
infer

it again one can/the fuller adaptation that has to be attained.

However, to sbt up such a syntematic unit of terms and theorems

is a logical procedure with norms and criteria of its own. The

nature of his task leads the descriptive ecoomist to use, as

much .as possible, the language of ordiary speech, to be content

with resemblances that strike the eye, to move through easy stages

of generalization to a mises, nuanced picture of what, in the main,

takes place. Again, the statistical economist has his own criteria.

He will take advantage of a specialized terminology but, as far as

he is concerned, the only justification for a terminology is a

proximate possibility of measu"ements; further, he has no objection

to recondite generalizations, but his g.nerali7ations resemble

not the generalizations of mithematics but those of positive science.

Now as the statistical approach differs from the descriptive,

the . analytic differs from both. Out of endless classificatory

possibilities it selects not the one sanctioned by ordinary



speech nor again the one sanctioned by facility of measurement

but the one that most rapidly yields terms which can be defined

by the functional inter-relations in which they stand. To dis-

cover such terms is a lengthy and painful process of trial and

error. Experto crede. To justify them, one cannot reproduce

the tedious blind efforts that led to them; one can appeal only

to the success, be it srviat or small, with which they serve to

account systematically for the phenomena under investigation.

Hence it is only fair to issue at once a warning that the reader

will have to work through paces, in which parts rTadually are

assembled, before he will be able to see a whole and pass an

equitable judgement upon it.

L
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7. The Exchange Economy. 	 In any economy with a degree of

development beyond that of primitive fruit-gathering it is possible

to verify the existence of a productive process with basic and

surplus stages. The restricttve supposition of an exchange

economy is no introduced. It involves property, exchange,

prices, money; it postulates a correlation between quantities

produced and quantities sold; also it postulates systematic

modifications of prices when the productive process accelerates.

The latter postulate will be outlined in the next section;

this section is devoted to setting down a series of definitions;

and as the matter is familiar, treatment will be stunmary.

a) Prices. If a quantity, qi , of objects in a class, I , is

exchanged for a quantity, q i , of objects in a class, j, then

it is always possible to assigi a ratio, pi p such that

qi = qpii
	

(2)

The ratio so defined is named a price; and the price, ply

is said to be the price of a unit of "j" measured in units of "1".

From the definition it also follows that
0

qi =

qj = qo jk

0	 and the solution of the three equations gives

piip ii 	1
	

(5)

Pifjk a Pik
	 Lb)

More generally, with respect to "n" classes of objects, there
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are possible n(n - 1) different ratios, but of these only (n 1)

are independent ratios; the remaining (n2 - 2n 4 1) are deducible

from the independent (n - 1) by the formulae (5) and (6).

b) The Consistency of Prices. By the consistency of prices is

meant, first, that at any one time in a given economy there is
ors rtaorsc.D. p;; ,

to be found but a single price, pin in all exchanges of classes

"i" and "j" and, secondly, that any of the n(n - 1) ratios

between quantities in "n" classes is deducible from any (n - 1)

independent ratios.

This consistency of prices may be postulated by making it

a definition of the objects in the "n" classes. Supr,ose two

exchanges or two sets of exchanges represented by

r.
ik qi	 qiPii

qt	 citp1
ij

where
Pij < Pij

then one may always write

Pij 2 Pij	 Pik

where pik is the price of some other object or objects. This

other object

Llf usually be may be described as special services, more agree-
45

able circumstances, pride of purse,4 the employment of agents,
a5

information, transportation;,A the neglect of introducing these
45

three; lack of foresight, lack of initiative, ignorance, gulli-

bility. As a last resort one can always say that p ik is the

price of a lack of consistency.



If equations (7) and (8) do not represent exchanges directly

but are deduced from equations representing exchanges between

classes "i" and "h", "j" and "h", it is equally possible to

introduce a further object, p whose price is pik and so explain

the apparent lack of consistency as before.

In a word it is postulated that the classification of objects

exchanged carry analysis far enough that prices be consistent.

c) Noney. When in the vast majority of exchanges one of the objects

exchanged always belongs to some given class, that class of objects

is named the medium of exchange. If further all prices are measured

in units of the medium of exchange, that medium is also the common

measure of prices. Money is defined as the medium of exchange

and the common measure of prices.

When mi units of money are exchanged for q i units of the

object, i, then it is always possible to assign a ratio, pi,

such .that

mi =gipi(11)

where pi is defined as the monetary price of the object, i.

If in an exchange of the object, j, one has

mi =	 cl JP J
then on condition that

mi = mi

it follows that

qi = qpi/Pi
From a comparison of equations (14) and (2) one has

Pij	 Pj/Pi

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

which relates the monetary prices of "i" and "j" with the real

price, pij
• 

0



d) Demand and Supply. The equation defining real prices involves

three variables, qi , qj, p i j . Similarly the equation ±11 defining

monetary prices involves the three variables, m i , q i, p i. We

have now to consider equations involving only two variables,

namely, p i and q i . They are of the form

qi = fd(Pi)

qi	 fS(Pi)

(16)

(17)

where equation (16) is called the demand function of the eb-,146t ,

class of objects, ip and equation (17) is called the supply

function of the class of objects, 1. The subscripts, "d" and

"s", denote demand and supply respectively.

A demand function may be defined as resulting from the

summation of demand schedules. A demand schedule may be

constructed by asking an individual what is the most he is

prepared to pay for 1, 2 1 3,... units of the class of objects,

i. To answer the question the individual concerned has to

consider the equation

piqi f k	 (18)

where M is the quantity of money at his disposal, p iq i the sum

of money he would have to pay for q i units costing p i apiece,

and the remainder for other purposes would be the sum, k.

If he prefers to pay pl for one unit rather than do without

the object, then he has a demand schedule with respect to the
Again

object. 0/ if p2 is small enough, he may prefer to pay (p 1 i p2 )
Lsnitf

for two, 	ect,s rather than devote his money to other purposes.

Similarly, with regard to s third, foerth, fifth, etc., until

the point is reached at which any lowering of price fails to
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elicit a preference for a,further unit. Now by questioning

(11/ all individuals one may discover how many demand schedules for

the clEizs of objects, 1, exist and what they are. Further,

though the demand schedules make prices a function of quantities,

the summation of demand schedules is effected by asking what

quantity is sold at given prices. Hence a complete survey

yields a function

qi 2 	fd(Pil (19)

such that for any price within a given range there is a deter-

minate quantity of the class, i, sold and, as follows from the

definition of demand schedules, with quantities increasing as

prices decrease. There is not, however, any correspondence of

infinitesimal increments.

As the demand schedules make clear, the demand function

varies with variations in the circumstances of individuals.

A demand schedule for the class of objects, 1, becomes stronger

as trio quantity of money, M, increases; it becoMes weaker

as the individual prefers to have a greater remainddr, k, to

devote to other purposes than the purchase of the object, i.

There is not then some one demand function but a category of

demand functions; at any time some one demand function exists;

but it is subject to change as changes emerge in &i and k.

Supply shhedules yield a supply function as demand schedules

yield a demand function. There are however differences. The

question to be put is not what is the most you are prepared to

ir pay but what is the least you are ready to accept for 1, 2, 3,...

units of the class, i. T:11 iround of this difference is that

0

0



for the seller the relevant equation is

k
	

Plqi 4 M
	

(20)

for the greater the quantity he sells and the higher the price

the greater the remainder, k. Fur, ther, with respect to goods

and services producedosxwxthxrasps there are distinct categories

of supply schedules and supply functions. Supply schedules and

functions may be constructed with respect to immediate sales,

with respect to present production for future sales and so with

respect to a series of future dates, and finally with respect

to the initiation of new enterprises. Again, when any function

is determined with respect to some one of these categories, it

is capable of variation in view of unexpected changes of circum-

stance. However, with respect to tamediate sales there always

exists some one supply function

qi = fs (p i )
	

(20)

and other existent supply functions may be regarded as potential

modifications, more or less proximste, of the immediate function.

Within a given range, there is a determinate value of q i for

every value of p i and, in general, as q i increases, pi will first

decrease and then increase. The latter assertion is . true when

the quantity supplied is in the vicinity of the production

optimum: there is not so little demanded that the use of the best

methods is unprofitable, nor agaun so much that the best methods

available are unequal to handling so great a quantity.

Zrork,thremallTrs-ot,t!es\de4Amfd-,ani....supNledeada,tt-dpripatals.
at emit 4, 1,7;4

Atleat'nthe...deliland-uria-supTly-func tiors -2aria--irelenFient....-A-g-ith4n-

th4v.roiNona.,---=-whaohn-the_tNo.-funotIo41-e-sxdatl-thy.no-will\-be
One. soltit'on or

least-Aens-colpuon\goint--if--tlis-r63t-ta,t-40±-1-n)e^pa-id•-bo'vraost
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Granted the existence of both demand and supply functions

valid with respect to concrete conditions, there remains the

question of solutions. Now if a solution exists, it occurs

where the least eager buyer and the-least eager seller come to

terms. For the postulate of consistency of prices admits only

one price; and, while more eager buyers would pay more and

more eager sellers take less, still a higher or lower price,

emergent in particular cases, could not be generalized. On

the supposition of a .higher price, less eager buyers could

find sellers ready to sell at a lower price. On the supposi-

tion of a lower price, less eager sellers could find buyers

ready to buy at a higher price. But at the price at which

the least eager buyer and seller come to terms, all more eager

buyers and sellers exchange at an advantage, and leave On

the markets only buyers who will pay less than this price

and only sellers who require more than this price.

• When, then, there is a solution to a demand and supply

function, it determines a price at which the least eager buyer

and the least eager seller come to terms, and at this price

there is sold the maximum quantity that could be sold on the
conk\ eyx ptictt Itra,

supposition of
A
the given demand and supply functions.

o4-,--The--ZrittateAlvf,Dr..ices:-- -\_,RrAiaesn-are-\the.ema,ecina-1/-compa•rati/re

walVtaloa.of/thee-oommen,tty.,,,Zy a,valuatiun"ischleant,..ant

ulaelaentret,apprec'idtdbm.on^any.egreunda,vttherespect.,t(Nady

objects./\.B51`-a,colp'aratIze....vaktaticitVls-ereParaf\a'-dbel'seirnrith

re\spt-to„9.1toriatives;owie4.11.1eelTvone)...1a.-pessiblE7

oflet-w6\eVentWit-and` 4.--6W-obe/IsApossiblethe\--ao4bafat-ive
/A

va4gati.on„takesvoite.and-/lestv6s Nth9„ot heri-Ake.is' - .W'keri,edAtotati
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CO 8. Prices. Any exchange involves a ratio between the  

quantities of the objects exchanged. When x i units of an object "i"

are traded for xj units of an objedt "j", then there is always

some ratio, say pij , such that

x i = p iix i

The ratio, p ij , is. named a price: it is a ratio between quantities

of objects exchan7ed; and it is defined by equation (8) as mu

a multiple of the number of units of the second object, or.

When prices are expressed as multiples of the units of some

standard object, that object is named a money; the subscripts "j"

of equation (8) may then be understood and one may write

x i = pix (9)

so that p i is the price of the object "i" in monetary units.

.The price of the same object at the same time is the same

in all exchanges of that object. The statexent is methodological.

It is a definition of "same object" and "some time." Thus, if

what seems, to be the same object is traded at different prices,

the larger price is larger because it includes, besides the price

of seAetng-elee the object, the price of vpmethin7, else: for
of something else	 .

instance, between different places, this price/would be the price

of information, transportation, the use of a7c: ts, and the like;

again, in the same locality, this price would he the price of

special services, more agreeable circulstancs, irTorence,

gullibility, pride of purse, and the like. In other cases

the apparent divergence is a divergence between clock time and

economic time: the new price has not yet become oplrative at



(0
a more remote market.

The significance of prices is not limited to formal exchanes.

This appears at once if equation (8) is differentiated on the

supposition that the price, p ij ; is a constant. Then,

slxdxi	
ij j (10)

/3-

,

which the is the same equation and admits the same varieties as

equations (7), namely, the mare.inal comparative valuations that

make the quantities of the productive process determinate.

Hence constant prices and determinate quantities in process

are concothitant: if the one, then also the other. 	 is

cause and Which is effect, is a further question. But one has

at once that if either exists, the other also exists. Now 'th o
quantities

possibility of determinate ifXG1-4RAGos is not limited to exchanrp

economies. Hence, the ratios that emerge as prices in exchan ges

are a moi-e universal reality than exch.an7es.

In an exchange, then, it is necessary to distinuish between

two aspects: there is the aspect of free consent; there is also

a pragmatic equivalence between different quantities of different

objects. The aspect. of free consent consists in the fact that

an exchanr:e occurs when there is a coincidence of two opposite

decisions; one party prefers x i of "i" to x j of "j"; the other

.arty prefers the opposite; and the two cone to terms. On the

other hand, the aspect of praTiatic e - : uivalence lies eritirely

in the coming to terms, in the objective effect of the exchange.

This objective effect may exist regardless of preferences or

free consents. There is a pra7gLatic equivalence between .the. _

work and the upkeep of slaves; it exisl;s inderedertly of their
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estimated demand; demand schedules are spending ratios determined

with respect to hypothetical prices; and actual prices are the

solutions, when they exist, of consequent demand and supply

functions. They are the solutions at the point at which the

least eager buyer and the least eager seller come to terms,

and at which the maximum quantity, that could be sold with

consistent prices and given conditions, is sold as a matter of fact.

One now may say in what sense prices are the marginal

comparative valuations of the community. The statement does not

mean that the least eager buyer and seller are the representatives

of the community. The least eager buyer may be a monopsonist;

the least eager seller a monopolist; and both monopsonists and

monopolists need represent no one but themselves. In a first

sense, prices are the work of the community in so far as prices

are the method chosen by the community for determining its

marginal comparative valuations. In a second sense, prices are

• the work of the community in.so far as this method of deter-

mining marginal comparative valuations does not make economics

a department of politics, operatds more through desire than

through fear, does not of itself restrict initiative, provides

a continuously effective weapon against producing what is not

wanted (in this line the genius of technical experts is without

limit), and provides a continuous incentive to produce in the

most efficient manner precisely what is wanted.                



e) The Nature of Prices. Prices are the marginal comparative

valuations of the community. By a valuation is meant any judge-

ment of appreciation on any grounds with respect to any object.

By a comparative valuation is meant a decision with respect to

alternatives: of two events, say A and B, either alone is possible;

the comparative valuation decides in favour of one and against

the other; it prefers A to B or B to A. By a mar,c,inal comparative 

valuation is meant a decision with respect to alternative quan-

tities. The issue is not, Either A or else B but not both.

One may decide in favour of some of A and some of B, but the

more one takes of A, the less one can have of B, and vice versa.

Thus the margiaal comparative valuation has to decide in favour

of some pattern, say x of A and y of B, against an indefinite
•

number of other equally possible patterns.

Now any productive process sets a continuous problem of

marginal comparative valuation. From a given stock of materials

and ,with a given quantity of labour and management, a variety

of goods and services in a greater variety of quantitative Otte4tmms,

patterns may be supplied. But the more there is supplied of any

one, the less there can be of one or more others. Hence on the

supposition of definite stocks of materials and a definite quan-

tity of labour and management, goods and services are a matter

of alternative quantities. But the supposition may be removed.
and management

Count labour/as negative leisure of various kinds: then the

greater the supply of goods and services, the less the leisure

and vice versa. Again, the greater the present use of materials,

the less is either or both present leisure or future available

materials. Thus, the whole productive process is a problem of

/7
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alternative quantities, and the problem is re-born every instant.

The solution of such a problem necessarily is a set - of

marginal comparative valuations. These decisions have to be

made. In a Robinson Crusoe economy, Robinson makes them. In an

exchange economy everyone, according to the measure of his influ-

ence on prices, contributes to making them. In a socialist

economy the long-term decisions regarding surplus goods and

services are made by a planning authority, while the short-term

decisions regarding basic goods and services are left to a price

mechanism in so far as this is compatible with the decisions

of the planning board and with the necessity of maintaining

that board's reputation as an excellent institution with a

superb personnel. But no matter what the political organization

of the economy, the pattern of the productive process has to

be determined; and the determination of that pattern is a set

of marginal comparative valuations, of decisions with respect

to alternative quantities.

Nov it is the characteristic of the exchange economy to

make not one but two sets of marginal comparative valuations.

A first set occurs in supply, in decisions to produce. A

second set occurs in demand, in decisions to buy what is pro-

duced. Producers are faced with the problem, With how much

of materials, labour, management, capital eiuipment, are how

how much of objects in classes, i, j, k,... to be produced?

In the manner explained above, the problem is one of alter-

native luantities. There is needed the solution of a diffe-

rential equation of the type,

0	 A 1dxi + Ak dxk T• A dx
j 	(22)



 

where
1. / xj/ 

a
le

... are the quantities to be determined, and

the coefficients, A A
-1 1 -(11) Ak ,...

 

are all positive, so that

more of any one quantity means less of some other quantity or
et,

quantities. Now tivi solution of this equation may be written

in the form

x i
	

xzriz
	 (23)

x zr jz
	 (24)

xk
	

xzrkz
	 (25)

and so on, where x z is some known quantity and r iz , rjz, rkz'_

aren known ratios. Such ratios resemble prices in one respect

and differ from prices in another. Like prices they are ratios

between quantities. Unlike prices, they are not ratios emergent

pragmatically in exchanges, but ratios emewteclatkot emergent prag-

matically in decisions to produce. Both prices and what may

be termed production ratios are matters of fact: but the matter

of fact that is a price is a ratio between quantities exchanged;

and the matter of fact that is a production ratio is a ratio

betWeen quantities produced.

Production ratios are sufficient to determine what is to be

produced in what quantities in the sense that they give a deter-

minate productive process. But the exchange economy endeaVours

to meet a further issue, namely, Is the pattern of quantities

under production the cinx pattern of quantities that happens to

be wanted? No doubt producers' marginal comparative valuations

select the pattern of quantities. that producers prefer; but is

it also the pattern of quantities that consumers and workers

and owners of the sources of raw materials prefer?                



This question the exchange economy answers by rewarding the

contributions of property, labour, and management with monetary

income for the purchase of the goods and services emaligeottAttpaA

rc,sulting from these contributions. how income sets another

problem of alternative olantities, for the more one buys of any

object, i, the less one can buy of other objects, j,, k, ...

Thus there is another differential equation to be solved, say,

0	 Bidmi 4 B idm j 4 Bkdmk 	(26)

where the coefficients are again all positive, so that the more

one spends on any object the less one can spend on other objects.

The solution of this equation sets up another set of marginal

comparative valuations, say,

mi — mzsiz 	 ( 27)

mj	 mejz	 (28)

and so on, where m z is a known quantity, and s iz , s jz ,...

are known ratios, which may be called spending ratios.

Thus, corresponding to the production ratios determined

by the decIsions of sellers, there are spending ratios determined

by the decisions of buyers. If one could postulate a pre-

established harmony guaranteeing the continuous congruence of

both sets of ratios --. and such a postulate is implicit in

the beneVolent forms of socialisM in which the planning board

supplies just what people want -- then there would be no need

for the pedestrian trial and error of supply and demand. Without

such a pre-established harmony and without authoritarian solutions

on what the standard man is and what he is going to want, whether

he likes it or not, supply and demand are inevitable. For

supply schedules are production ratios determined with respect
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f) The Dialectic of Prices. 	Within the last hundred years

economic thought has moved steadily away from the view that

fluid prices and competition are the panacea for all economic

ills and the guarantee of ever greater benefits. Underlying

this change of thought there is the very simple fact that,

while the price system is an exquisite mechanism, still it is

not a mechanism into which one can put little knowledge and

less wisdom and then reasonably expect to receive notable

amounts of both. The price system will strike a balance of any

present set of preferences; but it will not make the pl'eferences

wise, nor will it make the expectations, on which they are based,

turn out to be true. On the contrary, it will find the economic

mean, so to speak, of wise and stupid, intelligent and foolish

preferences; it will weight true and false expectations with

the money that backs them; and with a relentless accuracy it

will work out the anomaly one may expect a machine so controlled

to yield. In the long run one is presented with a del kdilemsnmat

aatbkiweilimidatetAgadom&a&cholce--e414essing,lksalf..invexdhanse.

iericiApictas./tronmemeTy..,diar ftt e,g4p -Lpo A.lav-th eAe

either eliminate from every strategic post in the economy the

unenlightened freedom of choice that works ruin through exchanges

and through prices, or else, if you would preserve that freedom,

take effective steps to enlighten it. The alternatives are

socialism or an enlightenment of insufficiently enlightened

self-interest.

•	 •	 •	 .
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By a dialectic of prices is meant, not subscription to the

doctrines of the more absur8 philosophic systems, but simply the

historical see-saw that marches ineptly from the insufficiency of

rugged individualism to the insufficiency of rugged collectivism.

In a first period fluid prices and competition bring obvious

benefits: markets enforce the consistency of prices; first, the

economies of the nations, then the nations of the world, are worked

into an unified system; the prices of inconsistency rhcss tend to

be reduced to a minimum, and with them the payments for mere incon-

sistency. This enforcement of consistency affects not merely

actual processes in themselves but also the actual with respect

to the potential; the entrepreneur e:nerges to set up a procession

of new and more efficient combinations of production factors;

there is an industrial revolution; there are new ideas, new men,

new firms, new ways of doing things, new capital equipment, and,

as the acceleration works through the surplus stages to reach

the basic, eventually a rising standard of living.

Bat,:taponzt-he-iftilistiN-pesrlod&s.uperpo,oesecond..,,,Suiviteand

demand.,)xnclersAemizettit\i-ve.conslitions,are,hernees,te-ts1-..„Thed
iessev	 /gtekte-it

be -1e8a\_tiaan\-the/c_or-zes-pojedlpg

F4r-therytleerezie/the-el_ast ic-isty -soemicgs 4e -e,ffect-sodat_pate-

e41dettentse,

But upon the first period there superposes a second. Supply

and demand are harsh masters. The elasticity of fluid prices

will adjust the x i , x i , xk ,.... of quantities produced to the

qi , q i , qk ,... of quantities sold. The trial and error of o(coi.4t

psattit-iontaialt windfall profits and losses will tend to bring



competitive producers to the acceptance of minimum profits

and to an ever better knowledge of an ever more elusive equi-

librium. Still competitive producers are ever victims of the

unforeseen and, what is worse, even when they do foresee, their

foresight will not avail them unless they also combine. Why not

combine? Is not the doctrine of competition merely an embargo

upon one of the more valuable types of new idea, namely, new ideas

in organization? The trouble is that that is true. The age of

corporations begins. It re-organizes industry. It organizes

labour. It reaches out to tame the individualism of small pro-

ducers of basic materials for world markets, producers of wheat,

. of cotton, of coffee. it forms cooperatives to link in united

fronts of monopolists and monopsonists little sellers and buyers

of any description. Issues cease to be merely economic. They

are also political in a stretch of legislation that began with

the Factory Acts and does not culminate even with Social Security.

For such a growth of political interference has its premiss in

the inadequacy of competition and fluid prices to meet economic -

issues. It cannot but continue until it absorbs the whole sphere

of economics or, alternatively, until economics find a new charter.
Already,	 ittce..0.0/1,
Bat with theA generalization of monopoly and monopsony, both

-er-ecowo
competition and fluid prices are dead letters.

If one attempts to break the impasse of government settling

the p.'sgeeztaxit4 terms upon which monopolists and monopsonists are

to agree, and if one proceeds along the existing line of develop-

ment, one reaches socialism. There is no longer ownership of

means of production, but the use and the production of t.hem_is

dictated to civil servants by the wise and learned men on the

planning board. On the supposition that their wisdom and learning
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is not over-balanced by fanatical streak, that the liquidation of

classes does not prove necessary, that the universal enthusiasm

for the system precludes the use of secret police and terrorism,

one may expect an economy that le-fpee presents the advantage of

being free from booms and slumps of the old type



1.	 Secations of a Monetary Circulation.

Though ,the main body of any analysis consists in relations

between terms that themselves are defined by relations, initially

it is necessary to assume or describe some objects or points of

reference. Here this pryliminary work of assumption and description

will consist in marking off sections of a monetary circulation,

but we would note at once

Ii
IV



•9.	 Circuit Velocities. 	In the preceding section there were

defined two monetary circuits, each involving two independently
independently

.varying races of payment and an kidopeR44 varying quantity of

money. The basic circuit involved the rate of basic expenditure,

DE', and the rate of basic outlgy, DO', and during the interval

its quantity of money increased by DM' 	 The surplus circuit

involved the rate of surplus expenditure, DE", the rate of surplus

outlay, DO", and during the interval its quantity of money

increased by DM". Further the whole system of movements became

determinate by the addition of another variable, the cross-over

differente, DG. For with DE', DO', DM', DE", DO", DM", and DG,

there are equations which determine by identity DR', DI', DDI,

DS', DR", DI", DD", and DS". To increase the implicational

compactness of the analysis, this section investigates relations

between rates of payment and quantities of money, between DO'

and DE' and on the other hand DM 1 , between DO" and DE" and on

the other hand DM".

Now the relation between a rate of payment and a quantity of

money is the velocity of money. By definition rate of payment is

e_jual to quantity multiplied by velocity; and it is to be noted
ca't3i4AG.N.

that velocity of money is not i,a,/atei
P

m. entity but only a conclusion

derived from the fact that rates and quantities may vary independently.

Even if there were only one dollar in existence, it would be possible

for, a number of people to spend a hundred dollars a day; to achieve

this, ev.ryone would have to spend the dollar as soon as he received

it; and however fantastic, the illustration riakes obvious that

an aggregate rate of payment of several hundred dollars oaf a day

is possible with one dollat.
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However, a circuit velocity is not any velocity of money.

Its measure lies not in the number of times a given quantity of

money changes hands but in the number of times it makes a deter-

mined circuit. A basic circuit velocity is a movement of money

from basic expenditure, through basic .receipti, to basic outlay,

through basic income, back to basic expenditure. A surplus circuit

velocity means R traversing the similar surplus circuit. How

many times moiiey changes hands on the way is a patter of indifference.

The one question is how rapidly it gets back to its starting

point. Evidently, circuit velocities are much more definite

than monetary velocities in general, for they involve not merely

WiAdllgtAKV`hdolng,ae.g2vecnNeaatikty...of.-..40k,.-

any exchanges but definite circular series of exchanges.

It is the purpose of this section to show that in the basic

and surplus circuits respectively the quantity of money varies

with the magnitude of turnovers and the velocity of money with

the frequency of turnovers. The consequence of this theorem

will be a correlation of the added quantities of money, DM' and DM",

with increases in the rates of outlay, DO' and DO", through the

mediation of another variable, namely, the production period.

The theorem will be established by generalizing the analysis

of an illustration. Suppose two ship-builders, A and B, who

each launch a new ship every 15 days. Suppose further that

A has 5 ships under construction at once and so compl_tes a

ship every 75 days, while B has 10 ships under construction at

once and so completes a ship every 150 days. To eliminate

irrelevant differences we may suppose also that each ship is

sold as soon as it is launched, that all are sold for the same



same
price, and so that payments to A are at the/rate as payments to B,

and again that payments by A (including initial payments of profits

to himself) are at the same rate as payments by B. There are, then,

two equal volumes of .business: the selling price of one ship every

15 days. On the other hand, the magnitude of A's turnover is

half the magnitude of Ws; and the frequency of A's turnover is

twice the frequency of Bls. The magnitude of A's is only half of

B's, because when A is paid oR for a ship, he has been making payments

for its construction over a period of 75 days, payments on a second

ship for 60 days, on a third for 45 days, on a fourth for 30 days,

and on a fifth for 15 days; on the other hand, when B is paid for

a ship, he has beem	 payments on it for 150 days, on a

second,tthird, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and

tenth for respective periods of 135, 120, 105, 90, 75, 60, 45, 30,

and 15 days. Thus, B's need of circulating capital to bridge

the gap between payments to him for his ships and payments made

by him transitionally and initially is twice as great as A's

need; yet A carries on the same volume of business, because he

moves money twice as rapidly.

It will emphasize a few points to change the illustration

slightly. Let us suppose that A could sell a ship no oftener

than once every 16 days. It still remains possible for him to

kepp his production period at 75 days per ship, but inevitably

his turnover period lengthens to SO days per ship. He curl produce

as rapidly as ever, but he cannot sell as rapidly; and in an

exchange economy production is production for sale. Further,

in the limit decreasing sales effect a reduction of turnover.

vegiVr-tnciel--te"sk,los-Nrizo•pped\ -ta,onie^shl-pl̀ evyjtweAy...C.N0-0

0



magnitude; as sales dropped from one ship every 15 days to one

ship every 16, 17, 18 days, the first ship-builder, A, might

lengthen his turnover period in each case; but when sales dropped

to one ship every 19 days, then most probably he would revert

to a shorter turnover period of 76 days but with 4 instead of

5 ships under construction at once. Thus, at a first approxi-

mation only do turnover periods coincide with production periods.

Decreasing efficiency of sales makes the turnover period longer

than the production period. But in the limit decreasing efficiency

of sales restores what is approximately the minimum turnover

period with, however, a decreased turnover magnitude. In the

opposite case of increasing sales, the inverse theorem holds.

As sales advanced to one ship every 14, 13, 12 days, the first

ship-builder would have to put 6 ships under construction at once

and then'? under construction; when supplying one ship every 14

days, the turnover period of 6 ships would be 84 days; with one

every JIX 13 days, the period would be 78 days; with one every

12 days, there would have to be 7 ships under construction at

once and the turnover period would increase to 84 days.

This analysis has now to be generalized. Every entrepreneur

carries on at any given time a certain volume of business. In

this volume of business there are two components: a quantity of
monetary

// circulating capital; and a frequency of use of the quantity of

monetary circulating capital. The quantity of monetary circulating

capital varies with variations in the magnitude of his turnovers;

and the magnitude of the turnovers varies with two factors, first,

the number of items in production at once and, second, the monetary

value of each item. The frequency of use of monetary circulating

capital also varies with two factors, first, with the period

0



of time taken to effect the required physical change that is

the entrepreneur's contribution to the productive process and,

second, with the additional time that may be needed for the entre-

preneur to sell his contribution. Obviously, if the entrepreneur

effects no pheslyeArell physical change, then the additional time

for selling is the whole time of his turnover period.

The next step is to proceed from each entrepreneur to all

entrepreneurs. To make this advance it is well to use symbols.

With respect, then, to the 1th turnover or fractional turnover

of the ith entrepreneur in the standard interval of time, let

rii be the aggregate of baa initial basic payments, rl j be the

aggregate of initial surplus payments, sij be the aggregate of

transitional basic payments, 0 si j be the aggregate of trans-

itional surplus payments. It follows that in the 1th turnover

or fractional turnover of the interval the ith entrepreneur

moves a total quantity of money represented by the sum,

rij	 r ij	 s ij 	si b 	(20)

If he is engaged exclusively in supplying basic goods or services,

the second and fourth elements of the sum are zero. If he is

engaged exclusively in supplying surplus goods and services,

the first and third elements of the sum are zero. In any case

the third and fourth elements of the sum are paid transitionally"

to other entrepreneurs, while the first and second elements are

paid initially, that is, to the entrepreneur's own factors of

production. The total sum represents the ith entrepreneur's

monetary circulating capital in the ,nth Antepval turnover of

the interval. It represents monetary circulating capital
bog-
aot in the sense in which monetary circulating capital exists

bat
when an entrepreneur begins business, \>v then it does not

0
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and also
include profits and similar elements in initial payments, sift' in
the sense in which monetary circulating capital exists in any

turnover subsequent to the first, though then it does include

profits and similar elements. Again, it represents monetary

circulating capital, not as received from other entrepreneurs

or,from final buyers in payments to the ith entrepreneur, but

as paid by the ith entrepreneur either initially or transitionally;

thus the sum represented by eqaaGiell expression (20) may be

greater or less than the sum paid to the ith entrepreneur in

the jth turnover, for the given entrepreneur in that turnover

may be enlarging or decreasing the scale of his operations,
upon

and in doing so he mkt* will be drawing yu a positive excess

transfer from the redistributive function or contributing to

a negative excess transfer.

Further, expression (20) as a sum gives the monetary

circulating capital of the ith entrepreneur in the Itho

turnover of the interval. But the Suffix "j" varies from

one entrepreneur to another. One entrepreneur may have 52

turnovers in the interval, another 12, another 4, another 1,

another mdrely the fraction of a turnover ) or the last part

of one turnover and the beginning of another. Still in

any case each entrepreneur has a definite number (which may

include fractions) of turnovdrs during the interval; and

the suffix "j", considered in all its instances, supplies

an initial indication of what this turnover frequency is.

Thus, expression (20) as a sum gives a turnover magnitude;

turnover frequencies vary not with this sum of money but

with the suffixes "j".

0



Let us now consider the following summations.

- <7-oini -	 rij
j

o""	 "
j

n	 ri •	 ij

(21)

(22)

-DO'	 =	 oini =	 rij	 (23)
j

DO"	 =	
oini =
	 rlj	 (24)
 i	 j

Here, r ij are the tati initial basic payments of the ith entre-

preneur in his 1th turnover of the standard interval. The

first equation (21) adds up the initial basic payments made by

the ith entrepreneur during the whole interval: it is the sum

of initial basic payments, ril, 
rig,

 ri3 ,... to "j" terms where

"j" is the number of turnovers or fractional turnovers. This

sum is identical with the product, o ini , where n i is the

number of turnovers in the interval of the ith entrepreneur

and o l is the average per turnover of his initial basic payments.

Note that o f differs from rij as an average differs from a

series of exact figures: o f is the average of ril, rig, ri3,

	

which, multiplied by an exact n i,gives	 rij.
j

Next, with respect to equation (23), DO' has already been

defined as the aggregate of initial basic payments of the inturval.

Consequently it is equal to the sum of all instances of o ini ,

and so to the double summation of all instances of r ij .

Similarly, one may obtain equations (22) and (24) with respect

to initial surplus payments during the interval.



So much for initial payments, r
ij 

and	 j'
r
i
	p..r turnover.

But there are also transitional payments, s ij and s'l j , per

turnover, and the immediate task is to grasp their relation to

the inkt initial payments. The question is, Are the, transitional

payments the same sums of money as the initial payments or are

they additional sums of money? In both cases the answer is

affirmative. They are the same sums of money in the sense

that eventually every transitional payment becomes an initial

payment: one entrepreneur pays another who may pay a third

and so on, but eventually that payment is used to be divided

up among the factors of some entrepreneur in initial payments.

But it is also true that transitional payments are additional

sums of money in the sense that the quantity of money required

to carry on the business of basic supply is

(ri • )ij
(2 5)

0

and the quantity of money required to carry on the business of

surplus supply is

:TE (il j 	sli)	 (26)

the summations being taken with respect to all instances of "i" in
one set of
and any/contemporaneous instances of "j". For the quantity

of money required is the aggregate of monetary circulating capital.

Monetary circulating capital includes not merely money to pay

Ram immediate factors of production but also money to pay for

the contributions of other entrepreneurial units. Granted

that in the proximate future the money for transitional payments

will become money for initial payments, it remains that now

it is for transitional payments and at the proximate future date



it will have to be replaced by A0/29 other money for transitional

payments. There would be a relevance to a consideration of

future dates if at future dates transitional payments and the

requirement of circulating capital to meet them would vanish.

But there is no vanishing, and so no relevance.

The same conclusion may be reached by another route. The

function of transitional payments is to shorten turnover periods.

Were sij smaller, r	 in other instances of "i" would have to

be greater. Suppose a manufacturer produces 1000 products per

month each month of the year; suppose he enjoys monopolist

advantages and can force dealers to buy the 1000 products

each month; suppose the product can be sold only seasonally,

so that in May, June, and July 9000 products can be sold

but in the rest of the par only 3000, say, 1000 in August

and 250 in each of the remainiLg months. Let the manufacturer

sell at $100.00 a product, so that his turnover is $100,000.00

a month. Now the aggregate of dealers accumulate the products

at ,the rate of 750 a month from September to April, and at the

end of April they have on their hands 6000 products for which

they have paid $6QQA $600,000.00; at the end of May they have

in stock 4000, at the end of June 2000, at the end of July and

at the end of August, zero. Thus, their aggregate circulating

capital has to reach $600,000.00 at a minimum during April.

But if the manufacturer lost his monopoly advantage so that

dealers could buy as they pleased, then he could not run his

business of a monthly turnover of $100,000.00; he wo';ld have

to build the warehouse and increase his mon...tary circulating,

capital, provided he kept to the same Production rates, - for -

the dealers would refuse to foot the interest bill and other 

0



carrying costs. Thus, in calculating aggregate monetary circulating

ck&pital, one is calculating the amount of money required to bridge
aiirtfote.	 soles es...4-

the ' gap between the aggregate of initial payments to all factors

from sources of raw materials 	 sales to final buyers.Am4-onk-

tkaAo,t,her."Ileedle-sgsategovt.vrofA-54-14ea&-sal.6414. The burden of

these monetary carrying costs will fall entirely on one entre-

preneur if there is only one; and in that case there will be no

transitional payment's. But if there are several entrepreneurs,

and so also transitional payments, then the longer periods of

monetary carrying costs are divided, and it is this division

that transforms what would be circulating capital for initial

payments into circulating capital for transitional payments.

Now to put the matter analytically, consider the equation

following equation:

sib = :E= virij	 (27 )

This'states that with respect to any contemporaneous set of

turnovers, "j", the aggregate of quantities of money, 84,

required for transitional basic payments is equal to the

aggregate of jarintities required for initial basic payments, rii ,

multiplied by some factor, v i . This factor,.v i , will vary

in the case of each entrepreneur according to the number of

times his contribution to the productive process during one

of his turnovers, namely r ij , is found to be the property of

some other entrepreneur on its way to final soles. Thus,

if the ith entrepreneur is a retailer cendubting final sales,

vi is zero. If the ith entrepreneur is a wholesaler with the

same turnover p,,riod as the retailers to whom he sells, v i



is unity. If the wholesaler's turnover p,,riod is twice that of

the retailers to whom he sells, v i is one half. Universally,

entrepreneurs at any instant are carrying some multiple of each

ri p they are carrying that multiple because they have made

transitional payments for it and have not yet recovered their

payments; and the aggregate of quantities of money required

for transitional payments at any time is equal to the aggregate

of quantities required for initial payments multiplied by that

elusive multiple, vi .

It is to be noted that v i varies in two ways: relatively

and absolutely. It varies relatively inasmuch as the present

rij is greater or less than the earlier instances now on their

way to final sales. It varies absolutely inasmuch as greater

efficiency of production and of selling or again less efficiency

means that there are maim fewer or more instances or fractional

instances of rij between the ith entrepreneur and final sales

of his contribution.

The next step is to turn to increments of circulating capital.

Let us define the increments, dr it, ds i t,	 dslp by the

difference between the respective types of initial and transitional

payments at the beginning and at the end of the standard interval

of time. Thus, if initial basic payments of the ith entrepreneur

at the beginning of the interval are r ij and at the end of the

interval are rijIl then

dr
i 
= rr ii 	(28)

with parallel definitions for the other three terms. Bence

the aggregate increase of basic circulating capital during

the interval is

:57 (dri 4 ds i )
	

(29)



and if one defines a multiplier, u i , somewhat similar to v i , by

the equation

:Edsi =	 u	 (30)
•	 i

one may write as well for the increment of ma basic monetary

circulating capital during the interval

(1	 u)dr i	
(31)

and similarly for the increment in surplus monetary circulating

capital during the interval

	  (dr1	 1131)	 (1 + ul)dr1	 (32)

where all summations are taken with respect to each "i" or each

entrepreneur.

Let us now return to DM' and DN" which were defined as the

increments during the interval of the quantities of money

available within the basic and the surplus circuits respectively

[equations (13) and (14)] and were shown to be equal co the

increments in basic and surplus supply respectively at the end

of the interval (equations (18) and (19)]. Consider, then,

whether one may write

DM' =	 (1 4. ui )dri	 (33)

DM" =	 (1 4. ul)drt	 (34)
i

so that the increment in the quantity of money in the basic or

surplus circuit during the interval is equal to the increment

in basic or surplus monetary circulating capital during the

same interval. The condition of the truth of these equations

(33) and (34), is that either the entrepreneurs have not. yet

paid out this increment in initial payments at the moment the

0



the basic incremeh#
interval ends or else, if they have paid it out, ,t  has already

returned from basic demand to basic supply and the surplus incre-

ment has already returned from surplus demand to surplus supply.
paid

On the other hand, if the increment has been XiX0 out and has

not yet returned to the same supply function, then either it

has gone to the opposite supply function or else to the redis-

tributive function. For by the definitions of DO' and DD",

equations (11) and (12), the quantity of money in either demand

function is the same at the end of each interval as it was at

the beginning, and consequently the increments in the demand

function are zero. Thus, the truth of equations (33) and (34)

is a matter of timing the end of the interval or, alternatively,

of evalaisaa correcting the right-hand sides of the equations

by subtracting any initial payments made towards the end of

the interval but, at least for the moment, lost to-the circuit

by migration to the other circuit or to the redistributive

function. In pure theory it is simpler to suppose timing;

in practice corrections would have to be the procedure.

Now it may be noticed that nothing has been said about

the velocities of money in the demand functions. The reason is

that the analysis pins these velocities down to functions of

velocities in the supply functions. Velocities in the supply

functions are a matter of turnover frequencies: but the turnover

on one side generates income by initial payments and on the

other side takes in the expenditure of final payments; if the

demand functions spend their income in expenditure more rapidly

or more slowly, this automatically shortens or lengthens turnover

periods; on the other hand, because DD! and DO" merely make good



the difference between DE' and DI', between DE" and DI", quantity

variation is shifted from the demand to the redistributive function.

This shift of quantity variation to the redistributive function

makes income vwdocities entirely d,pendent upon turnover frequencies

and so eliminates the need of introducing a further pair of variables.

To collect results, the monetary circulation of the basic

and surplus circuits per interval is determined by the rates of

payment, DE' , DO', DE", DO" and the cross-over difference, DG,

and it is further determined by changes in quantity .of money

per interval, DM' and DM". In te,rms of these rates the other

terms of the system may be defined as follows:

DE' =

DE"	 DR"

DI' = DO'	 DG

DI" = DO" - DG

DD' = DE' - Dal

DD" .1: DE" - DI"

DS' = Dg' - DD' - DO

DS" = DM" - DD"	 DG	 (35)

though another determination is necessary to distinguish between

G' and G" since

DG	 G"DO" - G'DO'
	

(5)

The question raised in this section was whether it was possible

to correlate changes in quantity, DM 1 and DM", with rates of

payment, DE', DE", DO', DO". The answer is had by comparing

equations (23), (24), (33), (34). To write them out together,

we have:

0 0
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DO' =

DO" =

DM' =

DM" m

2_oini = i 2E: ril
i

o1n - / 2E: r?ij

L (1 uddr i

2: (1 + updr1

( 23)

(24)

( 33 )

( 34 )

The first two equations state that rates of outlay per interval

are a single summation of average outlays, o f and ol, per turnover

multiplied by turnover frequencies or, again, are a double sUmmation

of exact outlays per turnover. The last two equations state that

the circuit increments in quantities of money are equal to single

summations of increments in outlays per turnover over the interval,

dr1 and dry, plus the multiple of these increments, u i and ui,

that are increments in transitional payments. Further, the last

two equations are subject to a supposition of timing or else to

correction for losses to the circuit in question.

Thus the relation Ea of DO' and DM°, or again of DO" and DM",

underthe supposition or correction required, is as follows.

DM' and DM" increase both transitional and initial (.elitlays).

payments with the part going to the increase of initial payments

(outlays) dpending on multiples, u i and ui. The quantitative
of outlays

increments/appear in the refresterms of the series, rip rig, ri3,...

and again in 
r"11'

 r"
	i31

... which are summated to give DO'

and DO". On the other hand, DO' and DO" vary independently of

these increments, for the number of terms in the series are

increased or decreased by charges in turnover frequency, which give

the velocity components of DO' and DO". Further, chanses in

turnover frequency not only affect the number of terms in the



series of outlays, r ij and r1 3 , but also affect the multipliers,

ui and al., A more rapid turnover freluency decreases these multi-

pliers while a slower turnover frequency increases them: suppose

an entrepreneur with a monthly turnover producing an object that

a) three months and b) two months later is sold to final buyers;

on the first supposition, ui is 3, on the second, ui is 2.

Thus, turnover frequency has a double effect: a higher frequency

both increases rates of ouclay, DO , and DO", without any increment

in circulating capitalpandLfAte 	 for initial payments and, at

the same time, effects a decrease in circulating; capital for

transitional payments; inversely a lower turnover frequency

decreases rates of outlay and increases requirements for circulating

capital. Similarly, DPW and DM" have a double effect: they

increase both monetary circulating capital both for initial

and for transitional payments, the division between the two

types of payment depending on the pattern of turnover frequencies.

0



9.	 Circulation Trends.	 Trends are determinate relations

between successive intervals. Circulation trends are determinate

relations between the rates of payment and of transfer in successive

intervals. With respect to any two successive intervals, I and £

let a suffix, i, added to a rate of payment or transfer denote

the rate during the earlier of the two intervals and a 'suffix, j,

denote the rate during the later interval. Further, let the

symbol, D2 , denote the change of rate from one interval to another

so that, for example,

D20 1 = DO; - DO'
	

(15)

and similarly in the case of all other rates.

Vine classes of circulation trend are distinguished according

as D20' and D20" are positive, zero, or negative. The names of

the classes are given most simply in a table, as follows.

D20' D20"

0

	Level:	 0	 0

	

Basic Expansion:	 0

	

Surplus Expansion:	 0

	

Compound Expansion:	 4

	Basic Contraction:	 0

	Surplus Contraction:	 0

Compound Contraction:

Basic Disequilibrium: 

	

Surplus Disequilibrium:	 -

IMO

Thus, a circulation .level is a sories of intervals in which the



0

0

rates of basic and of surplus outlay remain constant froth one

interval to the next. In the circulation expansions one or

both rates of outlay is increasing but neither is decreasing.

In the circulation contractions, one or both rates is decreasing

but neither is increasing. In the disequilibria.one rate is

increasing and the other decreasing.

The discussion of circulation trends presupposes some correlation

of the variables, DO', DO", DG, DE' DE", DS 1 1 DS", DD 1 , DD", all

of which, as far as definitions v, are independent. Hence the

notion of a normative trend is introduced and the procedure will

be to examine, first, normative trends and, secondly, the various

possible departures from the normative.

Normative trends are . defined as series of intervals in which

D20' and D20" are as defined in any one of the nine classes and,

as well,	 the following equations are satisfied:

0	 =	 DG	 =	 DD'	 =	 DD" (16)

D2E,	 .	 D20 ,	 .	 V' D2S' (17)

D2E"	 =	 D20"	 =	 V"D2S"

and there is supposed some initial interval in which'

0	 =	 DS'	 =	 DS"	 =	 DO' - DE'	 =	 DO" - DE"

so that

(18)

(19)

DS 1
n 	=	

D2 S	 + D2SI.I. +	 ....	 + D2SA • (20)

DS II,	 =	 D2q + D2S 	 . 	 ....	 4 D2S" (21)

Equations (16), '(17), (13) hold in each interval of the series

of 'intervals .constituting the trend. Equations (19) need be

no more than an hypothetical initial interval providing a '



definite frame of reference for subsequent chames. Equations

(20) and (21) refer to any nth interval. Finally, VI and V"

in equations (17) and (18) are velocity coefficients relating

changes in DSI, DS", which are pure rates of transfer, to changes

in DO', DO", DE', DE", which are rates of payment.

Two main questions arise: first, are the normative trends

possible, and what are their conditions; secondly, what departures

from the normative trends are possible, and what are their con-

ditions. The significance of these questions is that they proVide

a systematic method of investigating the possible functional

relations of the independent variables over a series of intervals.

The possibility of the normative trends seems to follow

from an examination of their definition. Their fundamental

feature is that in each interval therate of basic outlay equals

the rate of basic expenditure and the rate of surplus outlay

equals the rate of surplus expenditure. This follows for the

firat interval from equations (19) and for subsequent intervals
respectively

from equations (17) and (18). Such equality of/basic and surplus

outlay and expenditure is no more than the affirmation of

continuity in two circuits interval by interval: it is unreal

in so far as it disregards the possibility of lags; but to dis-

regard lags is to remain within the limits of theoretical possi-

bility. On the other hand, equalities of outlays and of expenditure

affirm a necessary tendency of the circulation: the r;enoral

condition of a circulation is that entrepreneurs receive back

the equivalent of their outlays, so as to be able to repeat them,

and similarly that demand receives back in income the equivalent

of its expenditure, so as to be able to repeat it.

0



It is to be noted that the equality of outlay and of expenditure

does not exclude profits. Profits are the part of initial payments

which entrepreneurs pay to themselves; as far as the equality of

outlay and expenditure goes, that part may be as large or as small,

as you please. Further, It is not necessary that profits be spent

in themselves for expenditure to keep pace with outlay; any expenditure

of an equivalent sum not derived from current income will enable

expenditure to keep pace with outlay even if profits a-e not spent;

finally, the equality of expenditure and outlay does not disappear

simply because expenditure 'is not keeping pace with outlay, for then

outlay may keep pace with expenditure and, in fact, that is what

happens, since against falling sales entrepreneurs reduce the scale

of their operations.

The second feature of the normative trends is that cross-over

equilibrium is maintained. The surplus circuit does not gain from

the basic nor the basic from the surplus. Though there is a cross-

over, still each circuit carries on as though there were none.
•

This is a theoretical possibility and, obvi:msly, a simplifying

condition to be introduced as long as one wishes to examine not

the inter-actions of the circuits but the process within each circuit.

The third feature of the normative trends is the neutrality

of the demand functions. DD' is zero and DD" 'is zero. This does

not mean that there are no savings. It does mean that present

earnings, which are not spent, are balanced by the present spending

of p::-.st earnings. With respect to the aeo4 basic demand function,

this involves an equilibrium between the sanguine people who

borrow to meet current eNrenses and the melancholy who put by for

rainy days more then they are ever 7oing to spend. With respect

C'
inp••nnn,

0



to the surplus demand function, DD" at zero means that expenditure

of funds for surplus goods and services, whether derived from

current surplus income or from mobilizations of money by-investment

in the redistributive function



to the surplus demand function, DD's at zero involves an equilibrium

between current surplus income that is not spent and, on the other

hand, the movement by investment from the redistributive function

to the surplus demand function.

Finally, the increase or decrease per interval of rates of

outlay and of expenditure are attributed in each circuit to either

of two factors
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10. Price and Process Indices. 	To indicate correlations between

accelerations of the ,monetary circuits and accelerations of the

productive process, it is necessary to introduce price and process

indices. The present section is a summary presentation of some

fundamental definitions.

When any quantity, qi , of any object, i, is exchanged for

any quantity, q j , of any object, j, then it is always possible

to determine a ratio, p i j , such that

q	 =	 (19)

In any such case, p ij is the price per unit of the object, j,

and this price is measured in units of the object, i.

Transformations from prices measured in one unit to prices

measured in another unit are ruled by the equations,

Pieji =	 1	 (20)

PijPjk =	 Pik	
(21)

as may be shewn readily by writing down the definitions of p ji ,

p jk' pik' on tha analogy of equation (19), and then eliminating

in two ways the terms, q i, q j , qk .

Money is a medium of exchange and a common measure of prices.

A medium of exchange is any object, from Homeric hides through

pieces of eight to digits in a banker's ledger, which under given

historical conditions regularly appears as at least one term of

the vast majority of exchanges. A common measure of prices is

had when all prices are expressed in units of the same object.

. With respect to equations (20) and (21), if the'object,

is money and if the objects, j and k, are different and not money,



then by equation (20) the price of the object, j, in monetary units

is the reciprocal of the price of money in units of the object, j;

further by equation (21) the price of the object, k, in units of

the object, j, is equal to the monetary price of the object, k,

divided by the monetary price of the object, j.

Prices measured in non-monetary units will be termed real

prices; they are to be understood whenever a price is denoted by

using a double suffix. On the other hand, it is superfluous to
money in

have a suffix to denote/monetary prices, which henceforth will

be defined by the equation,

mi = Piqi
	 (22)

where qi units of any object, i, are exchanged for m i units of

money, so that the monetary price of the object, i, is p i. Then,

the price of money in units of the object, i, is the reciprocal,

1/pi ; and the price of the unit of the object, j, in units of the

object, i, is the quotient of the two monetary prices, pj/pi, so

that equation (21) becomes

PiPij = Pj	
(230

where pij is a real price and both p i and p i are monetary prices.

• As appears from equation (23), the real price, p ii , determines

no more than a ratio between the monetary prices, p i and p i .

Hence monetary prices may all change while real prices remain

unchanged; further a change of monetary prices may have two

components, a change of real prices and a further change of monetary

prices. In this case the second component, and in the former case

the total change, is a change in the price of money. Inflation is

a fall, deflation is a rise in the price of money.    

J   



The consistency of prices is the consistency of equations

representing simultaneous exchanges in the same economy. if prices

are consistent, it is impossible to obtain directly or indirectly

from simultaneous exchange equations two different prices, say p i

and	 forfor the same object, i. Now the consistency of prices

may be postulated by taking it as a definition of the object, i,

so that any apparent inconsistency is attributed to the presence

in the exchange of some further object, j. Then, in reality pl

becomes a mistaken expression for two prices, namely, (P i -4- p i ).

Thilt price, p j , of the latent object, j, may be the price of special

services, of more agreeable circumshances, of pride of purse; it

may be the price of information, of the use of agents, of trans-

portation; it may be the	 price of exceptional initiative, of

foresight, of knowledge, of great acumen; or negatively it may be

the price of lack of foresight, lack of initiative, of ignorance,

of gullibility. Generically one may say that p j is the price of

a lack of consistency, but it is always possible in any particular

case to give a specific content to this generic interpretation;

otherwise it would be impossible to account for the difference in

prices, and it would be meaningless to assert that prices tend to

be consistent.

The latter view, that prices tend to be 'uniform throughout the

economy though actually they never attain uniformity, is the more

common one. It offers the advantage that the analysis of exchange

is not loaded with latent objects and so in practical diecussions

it is a preferable mode of statement. The foregoing statement,
generality and

however, has the theoretical advantage of greaterA simplicity; and

it is presupposed by the affirmation of a tendency to uniformity

which is no more than a tendency to reduce latent prices to a minimum.



PiDQi DZ (27)

PDQ DZ (28)

Pj P • DPI (29)

Lig
j

Dilqi 4	 D2Qj (30)

DQLDRi qzdPz (31)

PD2Qj Pzdqz (32)

0
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If prices are consistent, the price of money is consistent.

It follows that there is one price of money for the whole economy,

and that inflation and deflation are variations in this one price

and so affect all prAces, monetary prices in like manner.

To define price and process indices, let DZ be any definite -

rate of payment, which in a first interval is DZi andnin a second

interval is DZ
j ,
 where D2Z is the excess of the latter over the

former. Let z be any object sold in either of these two intervals

and paid for in the rate, DZ. Let p z be the price, qz the quantity

sold in the fitst interval; and let (p z 4 dp z ) be the price and

	

(qz 	dqz) be the quantity sold in the second interval. Thus,
rtspef -to

summingAall instances of z, one has

DZi =	 pzqz	 .(24)

• DZ i   (pz	 dpz)(qz 4 dqz )	 (25)

-D2 Z	 DZJ - DZ i = "3"-- (pzdqz 4 qzlipz i dpzdqz )	 (26)

Let the price indices and process indices of the two intervals

be Pi , P DQif D(1ip and let the definitions of these indieesif 

be the solution of the equations



52.

where, in gem:pal, the last two equations must be mare approximations.

It follows that the definitions of the indices are in themselves

no more than approximations. The reason is not difficulty of obtaining

information about p z , dpz , qz , dqz , nor the fact that the prices may

have to be averaged , though both those difficulties also exist.

None the less even with perfect information and no averaging, the

definitions of the indices remain approximate, unless the four sums of

pzqz , pzdqz , qzdp z , dpzdqz happen to be a fourfold proportion; for

in fact these four sums are by the defining equations made equal

to P1DQ1 , PD2Qj' DQiDPj' DP jD2Qj' which are a fourfold proportion;

but there is no ground to expect that the four summations will also

be in proportion. Hence equations (31) and (32) are only approximate

and so the definitions are approximate.

Though for six unknowns there are the six equations (27) to (32)

still the fourfold proportion introduces a condition of consistency

and,so leaves an infinity of solutions possible. Hence solution

is by introducing any arbitrary base, say 100, as the value of Pi .

This determines DQ i by (27); thence follow approximate determinations

of DP i and D2Q i by (31) and (32), and of P ic and DQ 1 by (29) and (30);

a check and adjustment of P i and DQ i follows by (28).

The significance of the indices is that it provides a differ-

entiation between increments in prices and increments in quantities

sold as the rate of payment moves from DZi in one interval to DZ j

in the next. The corrected value of DP I indicates the price incre-

ment, and that of D2Qj indicates the quantity increment.

Thus, the condition that an increment in the rate of payment

J



•
is accompanied by a proportionate increment in quantities sold is

that DP is zero; on the other hand, the greater is DP, the greater

is the inertia of the process of goods and services against circuit

accelerations.

The process indices disregard all process change that has no

aggregate quantitative manifestation. Increments in one quantity

may cancel against increments in other quantities when the two

sets are of opposite sign. Similarly, changes in quality do not

appear in the indices when the emergence of the new is balanced by

disappearance of the old. Hence D2Q is an increment per interval

in the aggregate of price-weighted quantities.

•



10. The Cross-overs. 	The distinction between the two circuits

involves a cross-over from basic outlay to surplus income and from

surplus outlay to basic income. It has been argued that 'unless

these two cancel (DG = 0) the process is apt to be submitted

to an expansion of one circuit and am a contraction of the other.

We have now to investigate the conditions of their cancelling.

Let all recipients of income, whether basic or surplus, be

divided into groups of n i members each. Let each member of the

same group receive approximately the same income per interval, o i,

and devote the same proportion of income, g i , to expenditure at

the basic final market. In any later interval let the situation

have changed to the extent that in group, i, numbers have increased

by dni , income per interval by doi , and the proportion of income

devoted to basic expenditure by dgi . Then basic income per interval,

DI', and the increment of basic income per interval, OF, may be

expressed as summations with respect to all instances of the groups, i.

	

DI' =	 gioini	 (16)

	

D21' =	 (gioidni s o inidgi	nigidoi	 gidoidni

oidnidgi 4 nidgidoi	 dgidoidni)	 (17)

If DI' is visualized as a rectangular solid, then D 2 1 1 may be

visualized as the elements added to expand the rectangualar solid,

three plates added to three faces, three bars added along three

edges, and a little cube added to the corner.



To estimate the relative importance of the various components

of D2 II one may note the following. As one passes from group to

group one finds that as o f increases, n i decreases and also g 1 .

decreases: the greater the income, the fewer that receive it and

the smaller the proportion of it spent on consumer goods and . services.

With regard to the increments, dg i is always quite small since

it is a change in a proper fraction, dn i may be quite large as

employment increases of or decreases, and do i may be extremely

large amounting in the aggregate to billions of dollars as an

economy moves from the peak of a boom to a slump or from a slump

to an all-out war effort. Further, dgi is usually opposite in

sign to do i : savings increase somewhat more rapidly than aggregate

income; however in the highest income brackets changes in income

are apt to be cancelled by the opposite changes in dgi, while as

income decreases this tendency is more and more reduced until in

the lowest brackets the effect of sax increased rates of savings

may be small. Hence, for notable changes in basic income, one

has to llok look to the factorsg io idni and n igido i and, with
positive

respect to these two, one may discount/increments.to income in
•	 or can manage

groups which already are spending all they intend/to spend on

consumer goods and services.

Now the condition of cross-over equilibrium (DT ..r. 0) may be

written from equation (11) in the form

DO'/DO"	 (1 - G')/G'	 (16)

where

DX,	 .7. (1 - G') (D0' 4. DO")

Hence when the ratio, DO'/DO" is decreasing, GI has to increase,

and when DO'/DO" is increasing, G' hasto decrease to satisfy the



11. Trends. 	Trends are determinate relations between successive

intervals. Two types of trend are considered: process trends and

circulation trends. Both have the same reneral form, namely, on

certain suppositions with regard to intervals 1, 2, 3,... i, j,...

n, the quantitative process of goods and services or the circulatory

process of payments and transfers behaves in such and such a fashion.

Nine classes are distinguished in each type of trend; names of the

classes and their definitions are to be had in the following table.

Process Trend: DQ' DQ"

Circulation Trend: DI1' DM"

C

	Level:	 0	 0

	

Basic Expansion:	 4.	 0

	

Surplus Expansion:	 0

	

Compound Expansion:	 4

	Basic Contraction;	 0

	

Surplus Contraction:	 0	 -

Compound Contraction:

	

Basic Disequilibrium:	 -

Surplus Disequilibrium:

Thus the nine process trends are defined according as process

indices DQ' and DQ" are zero, positive, or necTtive. Similarly,

the nine circulation trends are defined according as circuit

increments in the quantity of money, DMI and DN", are zero,

positive, or negative. In each case the nine classes are

complete enumerations with respect to all possible values of



'6	 two variables. If over a series of intervals, NI is zero and

Dl" is positive, the process trend is a surplus expansion. If

over a series of intervals, DM' is negative and-DM" is positive,

the circulation trend is a basic disequilibrium.

To complete the definitions of the process trends, it is

necessary to specify the meaning of D1 , and DT'. Let then NI

be defined by the rates of basic expenditure, DE1 and DES, in

any two successive intervals, i and j. Let DQ" be defined by

the rates of surplus expenditure, DE1 and DE1, in the sane two

successive intervals. Wti With DE' DE" DE' DE" determinateDES, p

with respect to prices and quantities, calculation of Ix)) and

Dl" proceeds as outlined in equations (83) to (91) in the preceding

section.

It is to be observed that process trends are merely functions

of aggregate weighted quantities sold at the basic and the surplus

final markets. Differences that do not ap!ear in the process

indices do not affect the trend. Hence if one quantity increases

and another decreases proportionately to the respective weights,

indices which regard aggregates are unaffected. Accordingly any

amount of qualitative change may be going on without any change

of trend. It follows that the process level differs enorm ,usly

from the neo-classical stationary state. The latter is a pattern

of unchanging routines. But the process level, at least in

theory, is compatible with an industrial revolution moving along

in a strait jacket.

The circulatim trends are functions of changes in the quantity

of money available in the basic and the surplus circuits. Their

general character may be deduced from the circuit equations.



However, it will facilitate the course of such a deduction to

set down at once a few general theorems: a) there is.a concomi-

tance of variations in initial, transitional, and final payments

of uniformly specified types; b) the rates of absorption, DA' and

DA" are no more than incidental adjustments; c) with D 2S' at

zero over a series of intervals, EIS' may be positive, zero, or

negative over the same series of intervals; and the same holds

for D2S" and DS"; d) the difference between turnover differences

of transitional payments made and turnover differences of trans-

itional payments received is an adjustment-factor; e) turnover

frequencies are resultant, and not initiating,factors of acceler-

ation.

First, there is a concomitance of variations in initial,

transitional, and final payments of uniformly specified types.

The ground of the concomitance lies in the definitions of the

terms: transitional payments are initial payments in a process

of double summation; final payments are initial payments at the

end of the double summation. Any one of the three may begin to

move out of step, but unless the others follow, then it has to

revert to its original level. There will be lags proportionate

to the production-and-sales period between different rates.

Transitional movements may chang their route so as to involve

more or fewer transitional payments, a -A. so rive greater or

less ag7egates of ► ransitional payments. But apart from inci-

dental id differences of such a nature, variation's are concomi-

tent. There can be no systematic divergence over a series of

intervals with one rate increasing and another zero constant

or decreasing.



Secondly, the rates of absorption, DA' a!0, DA", represent no

more than incidental adjustments. They were defined by the equations,

DA' = DI'	 DD' - DE'

DA" = DI"	 DD"	 DE"

Now DI' and DI" represent money earned per interval; DE' and DE"

represent money spent per irterval; if DD' and DD" were defined as

the excess of raoleyspent and not earned over rno!Ley earned and not

earned per interval, then DA! and DA" would always be zero. It is

desirable, however, to define DD' and DD" in terms as of savings,

and not to count as savings the money earned at the end of one

Interval and spent at the be;inni -nr; of the next. Thus, DA' and

DA" represent the excess of the carry-over from this interval

to the next over the carry-over from the previous to the present

interval. As such, they are not systematic factors in a trend

but incidental adjustments.

The third theorem follows immediately from definitions.

DS' is a turnover sum, D2S' is a turnover differenc. e. As long as

DS' is the same interval after interval, D 2S' will be zero. The

same holds for DS" and D2 S".

The fourth theorem regards the siJ2ificance of T' and T"

which are defined by the equations,

D2t'	 D2T'

`2" = D2t" - D2T"	 (94)

EktZta.,c.,.t2z,N An.,-e\)s-vp.Q,.1.1..t.i.an/b-f\rey.ncllearrizreraen-tilz.in'N.v.i',-e.. •
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Now D2T and D2t do not refer to the same turnovers. This may

be seen by inspecting the following equations and checking by

equations (24) and (ö6).

D2T	 3-- 	 dp,, = 2:-	 - p ij o
•	 i	 i

10

(53 & 22)

= 	  (Tin(T,	 To)	 (95)

where the constant, K, has been omitted and the limits result '

from the fact that

dT 	 T il	 T 10

On the other hand, since

dt	 ti2 - t il

it follows that

D2t	 7— (t in , - t11 )

(22)

(32)

(96)

where n 1 is written for (n 1) and K again is omitted. Hence

with respect to three successive intervals, D2R and D2T refer

to the last turnovers of the first and second, while D 2t, D20 p

and: 1)2S refer to the first turnovers of the second and third.

For turnovers, 0 and n, are the last turn)v,rs of the first and

second int ervals, while turnovers, 1 and (n 	 1), are the first

turnovers of the second and' third intervals.

With re card to T 1 and T", then, on the suposition of synchronized

turnovers and a constant acceleration, the difference between

turnover differences of transitional payments, D2T and D2t,

will be always zero. Without synchronized turnovers but with

constant acceleration, T' and T" tend to zero as a statistical

average. Finally, in so far as the acceleration is changing,

T 1 and T" tend to some positive or negative lua•tity as statistical

averages. However, chan7es of acceleration are incidental adjustments;

they are not trends but intensifications or revorsnls of trends.

° 
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The fifth theorem is that chanes in turnover frequency are

res1tant rather than initiating factors of acceleration. Granted

an acceleration is in progress, one may expect a greater efficiency

of production and sales to supervene and intensify the acceleration.

For with the acceleration in progress, opportunities to introduce

.improvements multiply and selling is strong. On the other hand,

without an acceleration'in progress, opportunities to introduce

improvements are restricted while the weakness of sales €146994141E:es

expensave-me4IPAgat4eRs prevents the z,roater efficiency in selling

necessary to convert shorter production periods into shorter

turnover periods. Finally, in a deceleration of the process one

may expect turnover frequencies to diminish; sales are .falling;

and reduced rates of production prevent the most efficient use

of moans of production.

To turn now to the circulation trends. It has been sheen

,already that

DM'	 DA'	 D2R'	 D2T'	 (71)

DM" - DA" D2R" T	 D2T"	 (72)

Since the two equations are similar, one may discuss their impli-

cations without distinguishing between basic ( 1 ) and surplus (")

rates. On the supposition that DM is positi .ve over a series of

intervals, then, since DA is an incidental factor and since D2R

and D2T keep pace, it follows that both 1)2R and D2T will be . posi-

tive over the series of, intervals; arnin, if DM is negative, then

,	 2D2 A and D 12 will be both negative; and if DM is zero, then D'-'1t

and D2T will avera ge zero.

The conclusions hold no matter what the reason for DM being

positive, zro, or negative. It may be any solution of the



equations defining DM' and DM", namely,

DM' = DS'	 DD'	 DG

DM" = DS" DD" - DG	 04)

and so an acceleration of the circulation may be due to excess

transfers to supply, DS, to excess transfers to demand, DD, or to

a cross-over difference, DG. The relative imnortance of the

three in effecting accelerations of the circuit nay be estimated

as follows. With DD 1 , DD", DG each at zero, entreereneurs are

receiving back their aggreeate outlays (including the paynent of

profits to themselves). In such a situation, demand is neutral

and prices may be termed normal. On the other hand, with DD 1 ,

DD", DG above or below zero, there is a strenethening or weakening

of aggregate demand independently of supply; demand is not neutral

but asks for more or for less; and since this asking is independent

of supply, it can effect nothing but an upward or downward movemeht

of prices (unless it is very slight and met out of inventories).

Now,•he upward or downward movement of prices will stimulate at

once the whole series of speculative producers to increased or

decreased scales of operation and, in the main, such chances in

• the scale of operations involve excess transfers from or to the

redistributive function. In current practice chanees in the

quantity of money in the circuits are chanees in the volume of

short-term loans; and short-term loans are made not to purchasers

but to producers; they affect not DD' and DD" but DS' and DS".

It would seem that in general DM' and D:j." depend on DS' and DS",

while the role of DD 1 , DD", DG is to act as stimulants to the

scale of oi•erations of aeents of supply.
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By combining equations (65) and (93), (66) and (94), one

obtains the correlations of turnover differences in the form,

D2R' • D2S'	 =	 D20 1 r T 1

D2R"	 D2S"
	

D20" 4 T"	
clicukscArl ai)ove..

where T 1 and T" are adjustment factors trenclAingiz-e-r6-i3.2...s.

akgrust-Ar-A,--sArerow.je. Since the equations are similar, the argu-

ment raay disregard the distinction between basic ( 1 ) and surplus (9.

With D2S at zero over a series of intervals, D 2R and D20 tend to

be equal. But with D2 S at zero, DS is constant interval 13:,.• interval;

3°11however this constant may be positive, zero, or negative; L104477.!

D2R and D20 tend to be equal iv4-15.1caiyr whether increasing, avuraging

zero or decreasing. Hence with D2S at zero, according as DS is

positive, zero, or negative, one has D 2R, D2T, D2t, and D2 0

(.(

	

	 similarly positive, averaging zero, or negative. The circulation

is expanding, 1,vel, or contracting interval after interval.

Entrepreneurs are receiving back in final payments (and transitional

paymenus) all that they are spending in initial payments (and

transitional payments); no !natter how great the aggrecate income

they are paying to themselves, it keeps coming back. To Intensify

or reverse any such trend, DD' DD" , DG may provide stimulation,

but, in the main, the work will be done by a positive or negative

D2S which effects a change in DS.

66-"fta-Axe.;eni_
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So far the argument has dealt with turnover differences. One

now has to ask how do DOI, DR', DO", DR" behave when with DM posi-

tive, zero, or negative interval by interval over a series of

intervals, D2R, D2T, D2t, D20 are similarly positive, averaging

zero, or negative. Pew Immediately one notes that MO and DR

are turnover sums and so vary °JAI= from variation in turnover

magnitude or from variation in turnover frequency; thus because

DO' (46)

((

DO' may be greater either because instances of i are greater

or because there are more instances; and there may be more instances

of "j" from increasing turnover frequency, or more instRnces of

"1" because additional new units of enterprise exceed liquidated

units; and in the latter case the turnover frequencyof the

additional units may raise or lower the existing average frequency

per unit of turnover magnitude.

Now with respect to change of turnover magnitudes, which

includes the excess, positive or neirative, of new units of enter-

prise over liquidated units, the utn turnover differences D
2R,

D20, etc., give information only on the first and last turnovers

of each interval. However, we have a source of information with

g reL:ard to intermediae turnovers fpem in the conclusion that,

in the main, D11 1 resulted from DS' and DM" from DS". For DS'

and DS" are also turnover sums, double summations of In* which

is the difference between payments made in the later turnover

and payments received in the earlier turnover with respect to

all turnovers. For DS to be positive, zero, or neative, interval

by interval over a series of intervals, means tat the aggregate



of turnover magnitudes during an interval are above, or at, or

below the average of the previous interval. Hence DO' and DR 1 ,

DO" and DR", as far as turnover mar;!,itudes are concerned, have

their trend determined as increasin,l, avera:ing zero, or decreasing

accord_ng as Del' and DM" resriectively are positive, zero or

negative.

As to the chan'e in turnover frequencies, the chance in the

general avera7,e from the replacement of new finis by old firms

by new firms and the emer7ence of additional new firms cannot be

determined 3,,q ,Jrally. On the other hand, as armed •reviously,

there should seem to be a tendency for turnover frequency to

increase during an expansion but be ha -lpored and decrease during

a contraction. However, tho expansions have to he both process

and circulation expansions and, si-nilarly, the contractions have

to hold in both orders; for turnover frequency is a matter of the

efficiency of both production and sales. In situations that are
nor

neitLr dDuble eY.pansions h4 double contractions the probabilities

of change in turnover frequency are less determinate: a circulation

level is less incompAible with change



Granted the existence of both demand and supply functions

valid with respect to concrete conditions, there remains the

qmsstion of solutions. Now no solution exists, there is no

exchange, no price, and the quantity sold is zero, if with respect

to any determinate quantity the most offered by the most eager

buyer is less than the least required by the most eager seller.

On the other hand, solutions exist if the most eager buyer
thah

offers more/or at least as much as the of most eager seller

requires. However, the postulate of consistent prices admits

only one solution; further, the same postulate requires the

elimination of the prices of all objects distinct from the objects

of the class, i, so that the one solution required by the pos-

tulate is a minimum price. But a minimum price is had    

"*.



eager buyer is greater than the least that the most eager seller

is ready to take. Further, on the postulate of consistent prices,

there will be only one solution or one comnon point to the two

functions. And as prices of ignorance, gullibility, etc., are

eliminated, this solution lies in the region in which the least

eager buyer and the least eager seller come to terms and so in

the region in Winch the maximum quantity that can be sold is sold.

e) The Nature of Prices.	 Let the term, valuation, denote any

appreciation on any grounds of any object. Let a comparative

valuation denote a decision with respect to alternatives: of

two events, A and B, only one is possible; the comparative

valuation is the decision, A is preferred to B. Let a marginal

comparative valuation denote a decision with respect to alter-

native quantities of alternative objects. The question is,

How many units of A and how many of B is preferable to any other

combination when the possible numbers, say x and y , are defined

by the equation

Ax + By = 0	 (22)

As appears from the foregoing account of supply and demand,

prices result from the marginal 'comparative valuations of the

community. The demand and supply schedules are solutions of

equations (18) and (20) which correspond to equation (22):

M is the constant C, Ax is p iqi on each of a series of hypotheses

regarding pi, and k is By



11. Systematic Costs and Profits. 	 Price and process indices

provide a method of denoting the concomitance or divergence of

the productive process and the monetary circulation. It is now

necessary to consider the inter-action of the two and, to begin,

it will be well to consider certain general phenomena of parti-

cular importance in a "capitalist" economy.

Systematic costs and profits are costs and profits in much

the same sense as forced savings are savings, that is, they bear

an important relation to costs and profits in individual units of

enterprise but they are variables not of any individual unit but

of the total situation in any exchange economy. Thus by systematic

costs and profits are meant neither the costs and profits of the

accountant nor again the windfall profits and losses of the equi-

librium analyst. For the accountant costs and profits are a

division of payments made with a relation to payments received.

For the equilibrium analyst windfall profits and losses are

accidental variations in the distribution of the receipts of

industry and commerce. On the other hand, systematic costs and

profits are a division of aggregate initial payments to factors

of production, and the division is based upon the tendency of

the products to effect an acceleration of the total economy.

The significance of this division is that the resultant acceleration

tends to al reduce and in the limit to reduce to zero whatever

systematic profits may have existed.

The aggregate of initial payments in any interval is the sum

(DO' 4 DO") which is identical with total income (DID 4 DI").

Systematic profits are defined as K.100" where K has any value in



the range 0 to 1 inclusively, and is defined as the fraction of

surplus initial payments made with respect to surplus products

which are supplied not to replace or maintain worn out or obsoles-

cent equipment but are increasing the capacity and efficiency of

old units of enterprise or fitting out new units. •

Now systematic profits have a twofold significance. First,

with regard to the monetary circuits, it is plain that to maintain

rates of payment at their acquired levels total income has to be

spent either in itself or in its equivalent: were DE' T. DE" to

drop permanently behind DO' 	 DO", there would result a continuous

contraction of the prep circulatory process until it was reduced

to zero. However, it makes a notable difference whether total

income is being spent for basic products and the maintgance and

replacement of capital equipment or, on the other hand, there is

over and above that expenditure an element, K.DO", which purchases

additional capital equipment. To begin, there is the psychological

difference: in the former case people are merely making a living;

not matter how high their standard of living may be already and

no matter how much they are adding to it, still they are adding

only to their enjoyment and not to their ownership of industrial

and commercial wealth sources of wealth; this runs counter to

current ideas on the "successful man" who can emerge only when

there is in income an element, K.DO", which ministers to the

increase not only of living standards but as well, over and above

all increase of living standards, to the increase of ownership of

means of production. Besides this psychological difference, there

is a monetary difference: K.DO" yields an e•mal K.DI"; now there is

no necessity that the recipients of K.DI" should also be the

o)



spenders of K.DI"; the continuity of the circuits at their acquired

levels is assured as long as DD" remains zero, so that the recipients

of K.DI" may devote this part of their income to the purchase of

redistributive goods, to real estate or stocks and securities, to

augment their flaanoial prestige or to increase their financial

power, as long as this subtraction from the circuits is balanced

bg an equal and opposite movement from the investment market to

the purchase of surplus goods and services.

Besides the psychological and the monetary significance of

systematic profits, there is also a real significance. The products

generating systematic profits fit out new firms and expand old

firms. In so far as this constitutes a net increment of capital

equipment, by over-balancing the effects of the current rate of

liquidation of units of enterprise, the productive process tends

to accelerate in long-term style. In so far as the net increment

occurs in surplus units, the surplus stage is due for acceleration

immediately and the basic stage is due for a still greater acceler-

ation ultimately. In so far as the net increment occurs in basic

units, the basic stage is due immediately for an acceleration.

However, these real effects of systematic profits have a

repercussion on systematic profits themselves . In the long run,

as has been shown, the acceleration of the productive process

. involves a decrease of K as the portion of surplus activity devoted

to maintenance and replacement increases with increasing capital



equipment. However the movement towards this ultimate position

is full of interest. Let H be the ratio of systematic profits

to total income, so that

H = K.D0"/(DOI 4 DO")

or

H/K = DO"/(DOI 4 DO")	 ( 33)

If now we follow through the emergence and developMent of a

long-term acceleration, we find a first period in which H is

increasing, a second period in which H is decreasing, and a

third period in which H is zero. As the long-term acceleration

begins, DO' is constant but both K and DO" are increasing;

H increases as does the product of K and DO" in the numerator

with a slight drag because of the presence of DO" in the

denominator. Further,• this first period lasts as long as DO"

is increasing more rapidly than DOI, that is, as long as the

efforts of the surplus stage are more on equipping the surplus

than the basic stage of the process; for then H is still increasing

thOugh less and less rapidly as DO' approaches the rate of

acceleration of DO".. However, every increment in the surplus
at least

stage stands/point-to-line to increments in the basic stage

and unless the expansion of the surplus stage is mere blundering,,

sooner or later DO' will begin to increase more rapidly than DO"

while at best K is constant. Then H begins to decrease, and the

more successful the expansion of the basic stage, the more rapid

the rate of decrease. Finally, K begins to decrease, as the surplus

stage has 	 to devote more of its efforts to more maintenance and

replacement; and if the long-term acceleration works itself out

K returns to zero and H has to reach zero ahead of K.

7/
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The single condition to this movement (if we abstract from

the favourable balance of foreign trade and from deficit govern-

ment spending, which will be discussed later) is that there does

not supervene a rate of liquidation of old or new firms to elimi-

nate from systematic profits their tendency to accelerate the

productive process. Thus there is possible a dynamic situation

in which the surplus stage of the process is yielding capital

equipment that generates systematic profits but not yielding

an aggregate increment of consumer goods that reduces the ratio

of systematic profits to total income. This situation is most

easily verified in an industrial revolution that is the work of

"new" men: because an . industrial revolution is in process, the

new capital equipment is simply displacing old equipment; because

the industrial revolution is the work of "new" men, the displacement

of old equipment occurs not as a cost of obsolescence on existing

firms but as fresh investment constituting the emergence of now

firms. On the other hand, the more industrial and commercial

enterprise is in the hands of vast corporations which by their

command of talent and resources stand in a virtually impregnable

position, the less would seem the possibility of evading the

effects of variations in systematic profits by a concomitant

rate of liquidations.

Further, it may be noted that it would be absurd for the

groat corporations to attempt to plan an eliminvtion in the varia-

tions of the ratio of systematic profits. For while the planning

itself would be possible, perhaps, the objective of the planning

would be manifust stupidity: what would be planned would be a

steady flow of surplus products that did not yield their increment



in basic products; it would be a matter of devising better

machinery and more efficient organization, of effecting both,

and then of using them as though they were not better than what

already existed. It would be a planned economy in which the idea

of the plan was to effect a maximum change in the surplus stage

while keeping the basic stage in a relative status quo.

a
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iLconomic activity is an ordered and variable

(54
process

-1
towards a stardard of living.

.'*1
1. Econo.aic Activity. 1

CA/

C

The funda.lenbal fact is the stordard of 

In any given area over any period of time there exists some

stardard of living, some quantitative rate at which people

are obtainins food, clothing. , shelter and the implements of

amusement, art, education, law, :medicine, politics, rell;ion,

research and war. :,:easureAent of this standard' is not possible

imaediately, for as yet no yard-sticl: has been determined. But

even without such a determination, we can and do iclow that

there is such a thing as a standard of living, that it is

quantitative now standing at a ht ;her level and now at a lower,

and that it is a rate, not "goods and services" but a "flow

of goods and services," not a "so much" but a "so much every

so often."

To effect the standard of living continuous

huLan effort is required. For between thep potentialities

of nature, whether physical, chemical, ve;atal, animal or

huAan, and on the other hand ti-te standard of livin.L3, there

is a sap to be bridged. Even South Sea .islarders have some

effort to make. Such an effort is termed economic activity.

It may be anything from dis Ln ditches to sir_min: slips

of paper, froT. tondi.-s lachines to clip:ing coupons. But

it exists.1;va -,,..lab always, for the world's work is never

.dono. Like the standard of liviu3 itself, it is not a

"so much" but a "so mucli every so often." It is an endless

series of rereate,' Tontines. It is a flow, not indeed
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A Method of Independent Circulation Analysis. 	
g

Circulation analysis is a set of definitions, postulates,

and deductions relevant to a monetary circulation. Such a systematic

construction of terms and theorems might be worked out within a

wider theoretical context. Thus, its concepts might be derived from

the concepts of value theory; its postulates might be modifications

of postulates regarding value; its deductions might be special cases

of the more general deductions concerning scarce objects with alter-

native uses. Such a procedure offers the obvious advantages of
in

theoretical unity; analytic apparatus is all one large, nicely

articulated, and agreeably complicated piece. However, like the

armour of Saul, it is apt to be too cumbrous for David. Just as

one can study Euclidean geometry; without the slightest suspicion

that it is a particular case of a more general geometry, so also

one can attern14 an independent circulation analysis in which the

formation of concepts, the choice of postulates, and the serration
not

of deductions are mak dictated/by the higher exigences of value
more

theory but by the more Immediate and/germane considerations of

the monetary circulation itself. In that fashion one would obtain

an independent analytic tool which, from its greater compactness

and simplicity, would perhaps prove more effik.ient in the solution

of certain types of problem. No doubt, once such an independent

tool were constructed and found successful, theorists would be

troubled by profound questions regarding the passibia developments

that might result from the mutual inter-action of equilibrium

and circulation analysis. But such thoughts cannot occupy us here.

It is enough that we attempt to indicate by concrete example a

method of indppendent circulation analysis in the belief that it

offers special advantages in handling sonic economic issues.

wryn	 t,trrAtlibSIMTZMMM
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1. Frame of Reference. 	The productive process of an exchange

economy operating in a closed area, offers the most favourable

starting-point for a study of a monetary circulation. For a cir-

culation is not so much a rotational movement as an aggregate of

instantaneous events, namely payments, which stand in circular

series of relationships; and while a productive process is recti-

linear rather than circular, it does provide, by the technical

dependence ofjeach successive stage of production upon previous

stages, a correlative and almost palpable ground for series of

relationships between payments. Thus, each element o1 stage of

the material process has its proper outlay, payments of immediate

factors of production in wages and salaries, rents and royalties,

interest and dividends, depreciation charges and undistributed

profits. Next there is the building up of prices as these elements

are united materially into a growing product and simultaneously

the outlays upon the single elements are added into a growing

volume of transitional payments from subsequent to previous units

of activity. At the end of these lines of production are the
aggregates

finished products, the/geese receipts of industry and commerce i

and the gxoss aggregate expenditure of final buyers.

All such payments form a class by themselves. They stand in

a net-work that is congruent with the technical net-work of the

productive process. They recur with the recurrence of its routines.

In the main they vary with variations in the volume of these

routines. But, above all, their connection with production is

immediate: they emerge not through repercussions or as responses

to exterma stimulus but are, so to speak, the immanent manifestation

of the productive process as a process of value. For in an exchange

qpil4r1===rj;..""=7:::77,7•7-7-77^2 -7 ,7z57rminrm=„
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economy production is not a merely technical affair of designing,

assembly, processing, and distribution; intrinsically it is an

economic affair, an expression of preference and choice, and so

not merely production, as some technical experts seem to fancy,

but production for sale, production in view of and at every

instant adapted to payments.

Payments, then, forming a net-work congruent with the net-work

of the productive process, shall be termed operative, and from

among them two boundary classes are selected: the ag7regate receipts

that are also the expenditure of final buyers; and the aggregate

outlays that are also the income of factors of prodItction. Let

DR and DE be the aggregate sums of money that in a given interval

are receipts and expenditure; let DO and DI be the aggregate sums

of money that in the same interval are outlay and income; so that

by definition DR = DE and DO = DI. Further, let us say that money

held in reserve for expenditure is in the demand function of the

economy; and that money hold if reserve for outlay, or on its way

to outlay through transitional payments, is in the supply function.

Note, however, that it is not assumed that DO is identical with

DR, or that DE is identical with DI. Such an assumption, in

general, would be contrary to fact. Not only are there other

exits and entrances to the supply and demand funCtions besides

outlay and expenditure, receipts and income; but even if these

other lines of communication did not exist, it would not be clear

that all the receipts of an interval become outlay in the same

interval, or that all the income of an interval becomes expenditure

in the same interval.

0
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Besides the operative payments described above there are in

any economy other, redistributive payments. Such payments we

define negatively; they form a remainder class of all payments

that are not ocerative, that do not stand in the net-work congruent

with the net-work of the productive process. The existence of

this remainder class follows from the fact that property is a

broader category than the current supply of goods and services.

There are things never produced, such as an economy's endowment

of natural resources. There are other things that, though produced,
!loci of

already have become the property of final buyers. A tAtthese may

be sold, and the payments for them will be termed redistributive;

for on the one hand such payments change titles to ownership,

Clamp redistribute property, but on the other they and not

operative, not intrinsic to the forward movemont of industry

and commerce. It is to be observed that such payments remain

redistributive even when they mark the re-entry of property into

the productive process; to re-enter the process is one thing;

to be in the process is another; the former gives no more than

one single payment; the latter is a source of income; the junk

dealer receives an income but people selling junk to junk dealers
knit

receives redistributive payments.
A

The demand and supply functions were defined above as sums

of money held in reserve for expenditure and outlay; the redis-

tribution functi:m will be definsem by all other sums of money.
A

Thus, this function is not only the seat, so to speak, of money

held in reserve for redistributive payments; it is also the seat

of all idle money, and also of all money mobilized for general

F.,........."."........maummfammimmigimmoiorterinagnownalgaela=auTArvw  T'74-w sly ",,Tr'rArls- 'rr.717:ZTX
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purposes. This general mobilization is the most important feature
i

in the redistribution function
rtasrmAJI.muck

 finance may be defined as the
A

art of procuring money for any purpose. However, with regard to

financial operations it is necessary to distinguish between the

service rendered and the commodity procured: payments for the
are

services of financiers 111:14 final operative payments that appear

in aggregate expenditure; on the other hand, transfers of the

commodity in which the fintincier deals are redistributive payments;.

and While this distinction may be applied readily enough to the

transactions of bankers, brokers, underwriters, Ilielipamee-efCeve

a more complex instance appears in insurance; here payments of
final operative

praemiums have to be divided into a/payment for services, pro-

portionate to the outlay of the insurance company in woges, salaries,

rents, dividends, and a redistributive payment, proportionate to

the company's redistributive payments of awards; and, of course,

this application of the distinction is only a first approximation

that attends simply to the essential business of insurance of

collecting praemiwns and paying awards; but it suffices for present

purposes.

The next step is to introduce two more rates, DD and DS,

similar to DE, DR, DO, DI. In the given interval DD is the net

transfer of sums 6f money from the redistributional function to

the demand function, while DS is the net transfer from the redis-

tributional function to the supply function. Since DD and DS

are net transfers they may be positive, zero, or negative; an excess

in favour of the demand or supply functions is counted positive;

an excess in favour of the redistributional function is counted

negative. DS consists in movements to and from circulating.capital:

thus when entrepreneurs increase their volume of business by
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selling securities or contracting short term loans, DS is positive;

when on the other hand they decrease their volume of business, to

purchase securities or pay off loans, DS is negative. As DS is

the balance of monetary movements from redistribution to supply,

so DD is the balance from redistribution to demand. In the given

interval some income will be 'diverted from expenditure to the
rat'stribkt•e. part

redistribution function; it goes to'savings, ), insurance, the

liquidation of debts, the purchase of securities or of other

redistributioal property such as second-hand motor-cars, private

homes, farms, factories. In the same interval there is also an

opposite movement: savings of earlier intervals are now spent;

property is sold to meet current demands; payments of debts or

awards of insurance companies go to education, medical fees, and

so forth. The excess of the latter movement over the former

in the given interval is the •t.lantity, DD.

A three-point circulatory system has now been defined. At

any instant sums of money are either in the supply function, the

demand function, or the remainder redistribution function. if

at the beginning of an interval there is a sum, S, in supply,

D, in'demnd, and R in redistribution, then at the end of that

interval one finds in supply the sum (S f DRY DS - DO), in

demand the sum (D Y DI DD - DE), and in redistribution the

sum (R - DS - DD). Adding these three, one obtains (S Y D 4 R)

since DR and Dc', DI and DO, are identical ate( pairs. It follows

that the circulation exists by definition.

However, this three-point system has not to be enlarged into

a five-point system by a sub-division of the supply function into

basic supply and surplus supply and by a sub-division of the demand

function into basic demand and surplus demand. The transformation
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DIP as the net transfer to basic demand, and DD" as the net transfer

to surplus demand, all in the given interval. At this point it

will be well to collect results by drawing a diagramne, say, a

baseball diamond with the redistribution function in the pitcher's

box, basic demand at home base, basic supply at first, surplus

demand at second, and surplus supply at third. DD', DS', DD",

DS" may be denoted by arrows pointing from the pitcher's box to

the bases; DE' by an arrow from home base to first, and DE" by

an arrow from second base to third. But before DO' and DO" can

be represented on the diagramme, one has to settle their relations

to DI' aid DI".

DI' is defined as the quantity of income entering basic demand

in the given interval, and DI" as the quantity of income entering

(

st

	

	
surplus demand in the same interval. it will be convenient to

maintain the identity of aggregate outlay and income so that

DO' + DO" = DI' 4 DI"
	

(1)

and hence all income will be supposed to enter the demand functions

at least for an instant; if its real destination is the redistribution

function, that fact can be represented by negative values of DD' and

DD". Next, it cannot be supposed that all basic outlay becomes

basic income and all surplus outlay becomes surplus income. At

least some basic outlay becomes surplus income, namely, the depre-

ciation charges that purchase maintenance of capital equipment

0
	

from surplus supply. Again, at least some surplus outlay beoomes

basic income, namely, wages paid to labour which are spent for

consumer goods and services. Thus, there is a cross-over at which

part of the basic circuit of expenditure, receipts, butlay, pours

into surplus income and simultaneously part of the surplus circuit



turns upon a distinction between final buyers who are consumers

and final buyers who are producers. It willi be recalled that

a final buyer is one who makes the a final operative payment

and, indeed, it is easy enough to think of consumers as final

buyers. However, one must not do so for the wrong reasons. A

consumer is not a final buyer because he consumes the object bought

and so precludes any subsequent sale; a consumer is a final buyer

because he is not a middle-man buying only to sell again. Thus,

durable consumer goods just as much. as food or fuel enter into

final sales; .bit the fact that motor-cars, private homes, and

so forth may be sold again and often are sold again is a fact

of m redistributive and not of operative exchange; the consumer

is the final buyer because his payment was the last in the series

of operative payments. Still greater difficulty seems to attend

the conception of ,•roducers as final buyers. Here three distinct

confusions seem to arise, coalesce, and so cover over one another's

insufficiency. Let us attack them in detail. First, most of a

producer's payments are transitional or initial: payments of wages

are initial; payments for raw materials that are processed are

transitional; but payments for the factory and the machinery with

which the processing is done are final, the la'st of the series of

operative payments made upon factory and machinery. Second, it is

true that factory and machinery may later be sold: but such a sale

is not operative but redistributive; one does not expect producers

to sell their factories just as one expects them to sell what they

make in their factories; only construction companies make a business

of selling factories and their final buyers are the producers who

pay for them. Third, it is again true that producers in purchasing

and maintaining capital equipment hope to get their money back;

''svorwammommt.
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but this hope is not a hope of re-selling capital equipment but

a hope of profits from continued ownership; you may have traveled

enough on a railway to have paid for a mile of track; but no

question arises of the railway company ceding you the ma ownership

of a mile of track, because there was no question of your buying

that; what you bought was transportation.

Final buyers, then, fall into two classes, consumers and

producers. It follows that we can distinguish between the basic

expenditure of consumers and the surplus expenditure of producers.

Similarly, we can distinguish between the basic receipts from

the sale of consumer goods and services and the surplus receipts

from the sale of producer goods and services. Further, we can

distinguish between basic outlay, the reward of factors in the

supply of consumer goods and services, and surplus outlay, the

reward of factors in the supply of ran producer goods and services.

Let DE' be the rate of basic expenditure, DE" the rate of surplus

expenditure, DR' ( = DE') the rate of basic receipts, 	 (	 DE")

the rate of surplus receipts, DO' the rate of basic outlay, DO"

the r ate of surplus outlay, all in any given interval. Bext, it

follows that the basic demand function is set up by sums of money

in reserve for basic expenditure, the surplus demand function is

set up by sums of money in reserve for surplus expenditure, the

basic supply function is set up by sums of money in reserve for

basic outlay, and the surplus supply function is set up by sums

' of money in . reserve for surplus outlay. The five-point frame of

reference has been defined. Finally, as DS and DD were defined

as n,,t transfers from redisttibution to supply and demand, we may

01114now define DS' as the net transfer to basic 5co,4n4414from the redis-

tribution function, DS" as the net transfer. to surplus supply

Ir.r4V3 .Tre7nr	 tr.,F
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'of expenditure, receipts, outlay pours into z basic income.

Let GI be the fraction of basic outlay that becomes ;surplus income

in the given interval, and G" be the fraction of surplus outlay

that becomes basic income in the same interval. Then,

n (1 n GI)D0 1 	G"DO"
	

(2)

DI" = (1 - G")DO" 4 GIDOI
	

(3)

The diagramme may now be completed: (1 - G')DO' marking an arrow

from first base to home; G'DO' marking an arrow from first bese

to second; (1 - G")DO" marking an arrow from ttihtlx ,±4 third base to

second; and G"DO" marking an arrow from third base to home.

At times, it will be convenldnt to deal simply with the difference

between the two cross-over rates, GADO , and G"DO"; let the

difference between them in the given interval be the quantity, DG,

so that

DG = G"DO" - GIDOI

When this difference is zero, the cross-overs will be.said to

be in equilibrium; hence one. 64

DG = 0

or alternatively in terms of G' and G"
6

GI/G" = DO"/DO'	 (S)

either of which may be taken as the condition of cross-over

equilibrium. it is to be noticed that equation" (4) makes it

possible to write equation's (2) and (3) more simply, viz.,

DI' = DO'	 DG	 (7)

DI" 1: DO" - DG	 (8)

Finally, let us compare the aggregate sums of money in the

five functions at the beginning and at the end of any given

interval. A If at the beginning these sums are respectively

R, D', SI, Du, S i', then at the end of the interval the subs will be
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respectively

R -DD' - DS' - DD" - DS"

DI	 DI' ; DD' - DE'

S' 4 DR' 4 DS' - DO'

D"	 DI" 4 DD" - DE"

S"	 DR" + DS" - DO"

On adding these one obtains the initial sums, R, 	 S', D", 3",

3 since DE' and DRk, DE" and DR", (DO' 	 DO") and (DI' 4. DI")

are all equal by definition. Since the redistribution function

is the home of finance, it is to be noted that unlike the initial

sums, D', S', D", S", the sum R is a variable: it increases with

the production (or import)o2 of gold, with increases in the

fiduciary issue, with increases in bank credit.

Before advancing further with the analysis, it will be well

to review and consolidate. A circulation is an aggrer'ate of

instantaneous events, namely payments, which stand in circular

series of relationships. Payments have been arranged in five

classes: redistributive!' b,sic expenditure, basic outlay, surplus

expenditure, surplus outlay. Corresponding to each class of

payments there has been posited a monetary function of money held

in reserve for payments of the class; thus there is a redistribution

function, a basic demand function, a basic supply function, a

surplus demand function, and a surplus supply function. These

five functions supply the points of reference of the frame.

Transfers of money from one function to another take place at

given rats, so much money per interval; nine symbols have been

selected Lind defined to represent t ►iese rates of transfer, nam.,dy,

MI, DS', DD", DS", DE', DE", DO; DO", and DG; another six. symbols



are also used, namely, DRI,	 DII, DI", G' and G" but all of
are

these Gen-be-ebta4ned determinate when the first nine are deter-

minate, with the sole exception that GI and G" cannot be separated.

This frame of reference pays no attention to monetary operations

within the given five functions. Thus in the supply functions

mony moves in complex fashion from receipts to outlay with increases
monetary

or decreases of/circulating capital effected by DS' and DS";

similarly, wit11°the redistribution function there are the manifold

transfers of financial operations. Now the frame of reference

neither denies the existence nor refuses to acknowledge any

importance in all such movements within functions. It simply

preseinds from them. It expresses a view-point that sees the

monetary circulation as fundamentally a matter of a basic circuit

of expenditure, receipts, outlay and income concerned with consumer

goods and services, of a similar surplus circuit of exp•nditure,

receipts, outlay, and income, with a cross-over in which these

two circuits mingle, and with a central area of redistribution

which* not only is a remainder function gathering together the

odds and ends that do not fit into the definition of operative

payments but also a function of general momtary mobilization

that conditions and so controls accelerations in the basic and

surplus circuits. A justification of the value of this view-
fowpoint can

A
be, of course, only 

A
the interpretations and definitions

of &Ri*uta. economic phenomena to which it leads.

C



2.	 Normative Phases.	 The frame of reference that has been

devised views the circulation in the cross-section of a single

interval and not in the process over several intervals. To attain

the latter, much more important view-point, the notion of normative

phases is introduced. A phase is defined as a series of intervals

in which the difference between the first interval and the second

is also found between the second and the third, between the third

and the fourth, and so on throughout the series. Thus, a phase

is a period of uniform and cumulative change. Phases are said

to be normative when, first, the systematic variation from interval

to interval is defined in terms of variation of basic and surplus

outlay and, second, certain simplifying conditions are posited

with regard to cross-over equilibrium, movements from the redis-
to

tribution function to basic and/surplus demand, and la ds between

income and expenditure. Thus, normative phases are types of

moving frames of reference from which more complicated movements

of the circulation can be studied.

Let the suffixes, 1, 2, be added to the terms of the frame

of reference, namely, DO', DO", 0', G", DI', DI", etc., when these

terms are used te-denete kith reference to aliy two successive

intervals; for example, DIT1 and DI are the valaes of DI", the rate

of surplus income, in any two successive intervals.

Next, let D20' and D20" be the increments of basic and surplus

outlay determined by the comparison of two successive intervals, GO that

D20' = DO - DOi

D20" = DO" - DO"
2	 1

Similarly, one may define D2 1 1 , D2 I", D2E', D2'",.5	 etc. However,
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with regard to G 1 and G", the fractions of outlay that cross over

to the oppositd type of income, it will be most convenient to

write

DH = GVG1 - GI/GI

so that DE is the relative change in the cross-over fractions.

Bow the first element in the definition of the normative

phases is a systematic variation of basic snd surplus outlay.

But D20 1 and D20", the increments of outlay, may be positive,

or zero, or negative. On this simple head one obtains nine

types of phase; their names and definitions are given in the
t4se

following table; tom 	is added a third column under the tubric,
wkIt is	 A

DH, 
A
	, notnot immediately relevant.

	

Phase:	 D2 01	 D20"	 DH

	

Static Phase:	 0	 0	 0

	

Basic Expansion:	 ;	 a	 4

	Surplus Expansion:	 0	 4	 -

	

Compound Expansion:	 4

	

Basic Contraction:	 -	 0	 -

	

Surplus Contraction:	 0	 -	 4

	Compound Contraction:	 -	 -

	

Basic Disequilibrium:	 -	 4

	

Surplus Disequilibrium: 	 4	 -

The principle of the nomenclature is simple: six of the nine

phases are expansions or contractions; expansions when outlay

in increasing and contractions when outlay is decreasing; these

expansions and contractions are divided into basic, surplus,

and compound according as basic outlay, surplus outlay or both
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are increasing (expansion) or decreasing (contraction). When one

type of outlay is increasing and the other decreasing, there is

said to be a disequilibrium; a disequilibrium is named basic

when basic outlay is the weak sister, surplus when surplus outlay

is. There remains only the static phase in which both basic and

surplus outlay are constant.

The second element in the definItion of normative phased

is a set of simplying conditions. Their effect will be to make

the other variables of the basic circuit, DI', 	 DE', DS'

dependent on DV, and similarly the other variables of the surplus

circuit, DI", DDY, DE", DS" dependent on DO". Thus, the definitions

of the phases in terms of the variation of DO' and DO" become

definitions in terms of a systematiC variation of all the variables.

The first of these simplifying conditions is a postultite of

cross-over equilibrium. It will be recalled that the rate of

cross-over difference, DG, is defined by

DG = G"DO"	 G'DO'	 (4)•

so that when cross-over equilibrium makes this difference zero

' DO' /DO" = G"/GI.	 (6)

Hence, in the static phase, when DO' and DO" are both constant,

cross-over equilibrium is satisfied by a constant ratio of the

cross-over fractions; G"/G' is the same ratio, interval after

interval, and so DH is zero. On the other hand, when one of

the pair, DO' and DO", is varying while the oth..r is constant,

the ratio, G"/GI, has to be constantly undergoing adaptation

if cross-over equilibrium is to be maintained; thus, in the

basic expansion, the surplus contraction, and the surplus disequi-
to

libriuM, DH has/be be increasing, while in the surplus expansion,

the basic contraction, and the basic disequilibrium, DH has to be



•
decreasing. Finally, in the compound expansion and the compound

contraction, when both\rat-s of outlay are varying in the same

direction, one cannot conclmde immediately whether DH has to be

positive or zero or negative to give cross-over equilibrium;

in these two cases a blank was left in the third coluar, DH,

of the table of names and definitions of the phases.

The postulate of cross-over equilibrium may be stated more

concretely as follows. G" is the fraction of surplus outlay

going to basic demand: thus, G"DO" includes nearly all the wages

in surplus outlay and a notable proportion of salaries, rents,

royalties, dividends; everyone has to live, to purchase consumer

goods and services. Similarly, (1 - GI) is the fraction of basic

outlay'going to basic demand; it is similar mxximahanx in character

to G" and indeed, since people do not regulate their spending

according as their income is from basic or from surplus production,

one may expe6t that

G" = 1 - GI	 (12)

Hence one may eliminate either GI or G" from the condition of
•

cross-over equilibrium, writing

DOI/DO" = (1 - GI)/G 1 = VIA& G"/(1	 G") (13)

The meaning of the condition now becomes clear.. While. people

do not regulate their spending according to the origin of their

income, they do have to regulate it according to the proportion

of consumer goods and services in total production. If the

production of consumer goods and services 144.;ygeoaeA*g involves

an outlay that is four times as great as that involved in the

production of producer goods and services, then four fifths of

total income have to move to the consumer market; othearwise

cross-over equilibrium fails. On the assumption expressed in



equation (12) . above, four fifths of total income move to the

consumer market when G" is 80% and GI is 20%. In the static phase

these p.,rcentages . ,:ould remain unchanged. But in the expansions

and the contractions these perceota" .es have to be changing constantly.

If a basic expansion makes DOI/DO" equal to 5, then 0" has to

advance from 80% to 33.3% while GI has to recede from 20% to 16.6%.

On the other hand, if a surplus expansion makes DOI/DO" equal to

3, then G" has to recede from 80% to 75% while GI advances from

20% to 25%. Of course, when we say that GI or G" have to undergo
4,4,4 hate-44	 ‘74"-AllA,

certain modifications, we speak of no objective	 tuft; we

merely enuntiate the consequent of the hypothesis of cross-over

equilibrium. With regard to the verifiability of that hypothesis

in actual economic history, we are inclined to be very sceptical.

Under the profit criterion there is a marked bias in favour m

of a large GI and a small G", so that surplus expansions are

prolonged and basic expansions short-lived.

The second of the simplgying conditions defining normative

phases is an equilibrium between the thrifty and the spendthrifts,

betWeen the melancholy who put their = ►aw earnings aside in anti-

cipation of future rainy days and, on the other hand, the sanguine

who cannot fancy the future being as bad as the present and so

spend what they have, and what they can borrow i with an open hand.

In precise form this second postulate is that

0 = DD' = DD"	 (14)

Movements from the redistribution function to basic demand are

cancelling, interval by interval, with movements from basic demand

to the redistribution function. Similarly, movPments between

surplus demand and uhe redistribution function result in a can-

cellation. Such movements may be as great or as small as you

please; they may vary enormously or not at all; the postulate is



satisfied as long as the ag(Tegate result is, in each case, a

cancellation. Obviously, this is very much a simplifying condition.

At a single stroke bd brushes aside all the aomp, complications of

the equation between savings and investment until such time

as these questions can be pre discussed profitably.

The third of the simplifying conditions is that basic expenditure

keeps pace with basic outlay, and that surplus expenditure keeps

pace with surplus outlay. The possibility of this "keeping pace"

has been secured by the two previous postulates. Cross-over

equilibrium makes basic income exactly equal to 1k-isle outlay,

and surplus income exactly equal to surplus outlay. For

DI' = DO' i. DG	 (7)

DI" = DO" - DG	 (8)

and cross-over equilibrium means that DG is zero. Next, the

equilibrium between the sanguine and the melancholy prevents

this income from running off to the redistribution function

to the depletion of the demand functions as also it prevents

the demand functions from becoming clamorous because of excess

releases from the redistribution function. Thus, the possibility

of expenditure keeping pace with outlay has been provided for.

The postulate is that expenditure not merely can but actually

does keep pace. And, as is clear enough, this postulate is

implicit in the idea of types of phase initiated by outlay.

For suppose that outlay increased and expenditure did not follow;

plainly enough entrepreneurs would take the hint and desist from

their expansion; and if they did desist, the phase would change,

for the phase i3 in question would be defined by increasing outlay.

Thus, this third simplifying condition is not so much an additional

postulate as an implication of our method of procedure. It remains,
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however, that some attempt be made to declare mare precisely what

is meant by expenditure "keeping pac0 In the first place, it

does not mean that in each interval

DE' = DO'

DE" = DO"

Such a postulate would disregard entirely the fact of a production

period, that, fora example, in an expansion outlay begins to

increase, and keeps increascing i considerably in advance of the

arrival of the increment of goods and services on the final markets.

Equality of expenditure and outlay interval by interval would

mean a rise of price levels to enable the increased income to

be spent when the increment of goods and services was not yet on

sale; similarly, it would mean a drop of price levels to enable

decreased income to clear the market before the market began

to suffer a curtailment of supply. Thus, the postulate of

continuity, of "keeping pace," has1to be put in the form of

such equations as

DE	 = DOI	 (15)

DES = DO"	 (16)

where the suffixes "i" and "j" refer to two different intervals,
weighted

and the time between these intervals is equal to the/average

. production period of the goods and services undergoJ.ng increase

or diminution. In this precise form, the postulate of continuity

is not particularly realistic; but it may he not be out of place

to observe that there is no necessity of realism at this point

of the inquiry. The function of theory is to construct ideal

lines from which one can approximate systematically towards the

real lines; out present concern is to obtain clear and definite

ideal lines.
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The fourth and last of the simplifying conditions haste

to do with the velocity of money in the be basic and the surplus

circuits. The postulate is framed as a conditioned correlation,

namely, that D20' and DS', and similarly D20" and DS", are simul-

taneously pcs itive, zero, or negative, except in so far as this

is prevented by the already posited postulate of continuity

which also regards monetary velocities in the circuits. The

corre lation itself amounts to saying that when DS' or DS", the

net transfers from redistribution to the demand -functions, are

positive, then the decrease in velocity will not be so great as

to cause D2 0 1 or D20 re to be negative; again, when DS' or DS"

is negative, the increase in velocity will not be so groat as

to enable D20' or D20" to be positive. In the main these supposi-

tions are plausible enough: industry and commerce generally are

not briskerd when there is a contraction of short term loans, nor

are they slackening when short term loans are expanding. What is

not plausible is the exact correlation of a zero D 20' with a zero

DS' ,.and a zero D20" with a zero DS11 . But while this is not plausible,, 

it remains a convenient assumption for the moment. So much

for the correlation of the net transfers to the supply functions

with the increments in the rates of outlay. it is has been said

that this correlation is supposed , only in so far as it does rot

conflict with the postulate of continuity, with the postulate

that there is a lag, proportionate to production periods, between

itkaelitig-tandf_a-Xfauflittru.ret changes in the rates of income and of

expenditure. The possible conflict becomes apparent as soon as

one attempts to envisage the process of an expansion or contraction.



Let us say that DS' is some positive quantity, k, over a series

of intervals. The immediate effect is an increment of basic

outlay of, say, 10 per interval, where k' is a function of k

,and of the velocity in the basic circuit. Thus, in the first

interval DO' becomes', say, (m' i 10).. In the second interval,

DS' again transfers k and this makes possible, we may suppose,

another addition of k' to the rate of basic outlay. But the

question arises whether this k' is to be added to m' or to

(mI	 10).te......laa,te^.9141qtaktot.	 If increases in the

rate of expenditure do not lag behind increases in the rate of

income, one would be inclined to say that in the second interval

DO' is (ml + 210). But am when one has p.u.w4 postulated lags

I

proportionate to production periods, one has to choose the other

alternative. Thus, the effect of a net transfer of k per interval

viii raise DO' from ml to (in' 4 k') in a first interval, and so

give a postive D20, then for a series of intervals equal to the

lag between increm„nts of income and increments of expenditure,

it will maintain DO' at (ml + 10), and so give a zero D 20'

when DS' is positive; finally, only at the end of this lag

will DO' set forth on its full expansion with increasing receipts

combining with the net transfers from redistribution to basic

supply to give the series, ml + 10, in , + 210, ml + n t , MI 4

and so make D20 1 equal to 10 interval by interval. Thus, there

is a real conflict between the present velocity postulate and

the previous postulate of continuity; accordingly, we have made

the lust velocity postulate conditioned, so that the postulate

of continuity prevails. Except for lags in D 2E' and D2E", a

positive or negative value of DS' or DS" gives a. corresponding

positive or negative value of D20' or D20".

' 7 .41$1 1-4. f, ..mMwtoe
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So much for the idea, the names, the definitions, and the

simplifying conditions of the normative phases. Under the defined,

conditions any phase can be had by controlling DS' and DS".

According as these are positive, zero, or negative,  D 20' and
to virtoc of At. conditioned.

D20" will be positive,* zero or negativeitwee. /velocity

postulate. According as D 20' and D20" are positive, zero, or

negative, it follows by definition that DO! and DO" are increasing,

constant, or decreasing. By the postulate of cross-over equilibrium,

DI! is always equal to DO' and DI" is always equal to DO". By

the postulated equilibrium between the thrifty and the spendthrifts

initiative is removed from the demand functions, and by the

postulate of continuity the rates of expenditure, DE' and DE",

keep pace in due time with the rates of outlay, DO' and DO".

Thus increased outlay in due time returns to the supply functions

to join th present increments and give the cumulative effect

of the expansions; similarly, decreased outlay in due time is

manifested in decreased receipts, and this negative joindd with

the negative action of a minus DS' or minus DS" gives the cumulative

effect of the contractions. A positive DS ► maintained over a

series of intervals will make the basic circuit bigger and bigger;

a negative DS' will make it smaller and smaller; a zero DS' will

leave it constant. Similarly, DS" controls the surplus circuit.

Thus, the idea of normative phases lads enablOd us to take our

static frame of reference and transform it into nine types of

0	 dynamic frames of reference.



3. The Cycle of the Normative Phases. 	 We must now revert

to our point of departure. The division of payments into redis-

tributive and operative, expenditure-receipts and outlay-income,

basic and surplus, was based upon relations between the payments

and the productive process. Then the process was forgotten: two

cirauits of expenditure, receipts, outlay, income were set up,

and conditions were defined under which the azelean,taanhe

acceleration of the circuits was made dependent upon movements of

money between the redistribution function and the 49A+1a4 basic

and the surplus supply functions. This gave the nine normative

phases, but we have now to inquire into the relation between

such phases and the productive process. The result of this

inquiry will be twofold: it will reveal an analogy of productive

phases parallel to the monetary phases already defined; and it

will arrange all such phases into a series, into the unity of

a cycle.	
-46faildpakhe
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Let us suppose a complete list made of all Agoods and services

sold at the basic final market in either or both of two successive

intervals. Let the prices and quantities of the first of these

intervals be

P1, P2 , P3 , '" Pn

q1, q2 , c13 1 '" cln

and let the increments of these prices and quantities emerging in

the second interval be

dpl , dp20 dp3,... dpn

dql , dq2 , dq3,... dqn

so that one can write with complete accuracy
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DE' =

D2E' =

:E: (pi
 . 

dp i ) ((L i 4 dq i )

2: (qidp i 4 pidqi	 dpidqi)

where the third equation results from the subtraction of the

first from the second, the suffixes "j" and "k" refer to any

two successive intervals, and the summations are taken by

giving "i" successively all values from "1" to "n."

On inspection of the third equation, (19), it is apparent

that the increment of basic expenditure, D 2E', consists of three

elements: the first depends entirely upon price increments; the

second depends entirely upon quantity increments; and the third

is a mixture of both, a product of price increments and quantity

increments. Ralr-tisiaatrelev-ef`,--kna-rn-prablem--3.1.1-- -p-ro-b-1-eza

of—aaltkang—staxaetn-e11.-n-e—e-xaclaamIltyAzamq-kaz&x.saalemi

Immediately there arises the problem of determining to what

extent D2E ► results from price change and to what extent it arises

from quantity change. To meet it we define terms and distinguish

cases. Let DP' be the average increment of prices and DQ 1 be

the average increment of quantities; and let us suppose that

these increments are added to a price index, PI , and a quantity

index, Ql. However, before these definitions can be made more

precise, two cases have to be distinguished: market continuity,

when the product of price increments by quantity increments,

dpidqi, is relatively small and so may be neglected in an approximate

estimate; and market discontinuity, when this product is not

relatively small and so may not be neglected.



In the case of market continuity the relations between P',

(0 DP', Q', NI are defined by the equations:,

	P IT =	 Piqi

	

PIDQ 1 ' =	 pidqi	 .

	

Q' DP' =	 qidpi

By assigning any numerical value for PI, the price index, one

can at once determine numerical values for DNA, Q', DQ', and DP'.

Further, with regard to a series of intervals, one can aa14,

choose price and quantity indices

P1, PI	 P'	 PI
1 , 2' 3'	 n

gi,

that satisfy the exact series of equations

P'. Q'.	 =	 DE'.
3 J

and fall within the limits determined by the approximate equations

	

=	 4	 DPI

Q 1 D
.	

Qj

In this manner, there will be only one purely arbitrary number

in the double series of indices, say Pi, the price index of the

first interval of the series.

In the case of market discontinuity, DP' and DQ' will cease

to be algebraic symbols and become mere symbolic abbreviations,

that is, one gives up the problem. of assigning numerical values
Dh tCa Aoti'

to DP' and DQ' and becomes content with determining l,i.vhether or

not there is upward or downward price or quantity change, whether

(0 DP' and DQ 1 are positive, zero, or nerrative. In general such

determination offers little difficulty. For if there is market

discontinuity, then E dpidqi is large; and from an inspection of

0

P'

.nt
-sk



the terms in the summation one can tell whether this is the result

of increasing or decreasing prices, of increasing or decreasing

quantities. In any such instance one may conclude that DP' and

DQ' are positive or negative though one cannot say what numerical

incremenus are to be added to the price index, PI, and the quantity

index, QI.

There remains an ambiguity, namely, the case of the emergence

of new types or new qualities of goods and services. If we suppose

that in the previous interval, when their quantities were zero,

their prices were also zero, then the total receipts from these

goods and services appear in the summation, : dp idq i . If, on the

other hand, w
i 
project their prices backwards from the second interval

mg,

to the first, then the A total 
receipts appear in the summation

Z p idqi for then theroxarcp!:ma price increments, dpi, are zero

instead of the initial prices, p i , being zero. A balance of

considerations seems to favour the latter procedure. Accordingly,

it is . here assumed, though one must bear in mind its implication,

namely, that there is a case when DQ' is zero yet a qualitative

acceleration is going forward because new types and qualities of

goods and services are displacing older types and qualities.

So much for th., definitions of DPI and DQ' and, in the case

of market continuity, of the indices, P' and . T. In like manner

we suppose defined P", Q", DP", Nu, which have the same meaning

with regard to final sales of surplus goods and services as

PI, QI, DPI, DZI have with regard to final sales of basic goods

and services.
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So far attention has been directed to the analysis of the

increments per interval of final expenditure, D 2E 1 and D2E".

We have now to turn to the factors in these increments, and

first to the indices of quantity change, DQ' and DQ". It has

been argued that, in general, it is possible to tell whether

these indices are positive, zero, or negative. hence it followd

that one may define nine quantity phases in parallel fashion to

the nine tyNcoultet.g. circulation phases already examined. Thus,

a quantity static phase is a series of intervals in which both

DQ' and DQ" remain zero; a quantity basic expansion is a series

of intervals in which DQ' is positive and DQ" zero; a quantity

surplus expansiwi is a series of intervals in which DQ' is zero

and DQ" positive; and similarly there is a quantity compound

expansion (4 1 4.), a quantity basic contraction (- 1 0), a quantity

surplus contraction (0, -) 1 a quantity basic disequilibrium (-,

and a quantity surplus disequilibrium 	 -).

In the short run such quantity phases may result from mere

variations in the use of existing capital capacity; thus, the

present war has witnessed a great increase in the use of railroads

with very slight addition to railway capital equipment. In a

still shorter run quantity phases may result from the mere depletion

or piling up of inventories or stocks of goods, from thd lengthening

or shortening of hours of labour, and so on. lint In such instances

there is no correlation between basic and surplus quantity variations.

But in the long run, and especially in the very lonr, run, such a

correlation exists. It is that surplus production is the accelerator

of basic production. In other words the correspondence between the

two is not a point-to-point but a poi-t-to-line correspondence:

a now ship is not needed for every trip across the seas, nor a

...n.N.1••n••••nn,••••••
. 	 . 	 . 	 ;



new shoe-factory for every new Thlw pair of shoes; one ship yields

a flow of voyages, one factory yields a flow of shoes, and so a

series or flow or stream of surplus goods and services corresponds

to a series of series, a flow of flows, a stream of streams of

basic goods and services. Now such a correspondence, if it is

to be expressed not in terms of expectations of the future but

in terns of present fact, is a correspondence of accelerator to 	 -

accelerated. Thus, with regard to any given pattern of combinations

of production factors, there is some long term average quantity

of surplus production necessary for the maintenance and the renewal

of both. surplus and basic means of production. When Q" stands at

that average, then the accelerator of the system is merely overcoming

what may be termed the system's friction. Thor° results a quantity

static phase: both DQ 1 and De are zero. If the system is to move
into a long term expansion, this movement has to begin with a

surplus quantity acceleration: surplus production has not merely

to maintain or renew existing capital equipment but ha4o reach

a level at which it turns out new units of production and maintains

or renews a greater number of existing units; this gives the quantity

surplus expansicn; DQ" is positive but NI as yet remains zero.

The quantity surplus expansion has its most conspicuous instances

in industrial revolutions and five-year plans in which standards

of living do not improve while a national industrial equipment is

wholly transformed; indeed, in such a movoment it may happen that

standards of living may deteriorate, and then one has the closely

allied basic disequilibrium in which DQ" is positive and DR,' negative.

Eventually, however, this increasing the means of producing the means

of production r e aches its goal and turns to increasing basic products.

The nee m units now emerging are not surplus but basic; thus DQ" stands at
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zero while DT is positive; there is the quantity basic expansion,

the general rise in standard of living that is the normal objective

of the previous surplus expansion. It may very well happen that

the standard of living begins to rise before the increase of the

surplus process comesito a halt: the phase then is the quantity

compound expansion with both DV and Dql positive. Again, it may

,happen that the increase of the surplus process was,over-estimated,

and so the basic expansion will be interrupted momentarily by a
with Q"

surplus disequilibrium in which DV is negative,/moving down to

a lower average level, while NI remains positive. Finally,

unless this transforming process is immediat6ly followed by

another, the basic expansion eventually reaches its term, and

a new static phase on a notably higher level than the initial

static phase results.

Thus, the quantity phases have an inner logic of their own.

They are not merely a list of possible dynamic configurations

but axszx±as they naturally fall into a series, into a cyclic

propess, that anites moves from a static phase through surplus

expansion, basic disequilibrium, compound expansion, surplus

disequilibrium, and basic expansion, towards a new static phase

in which a higher standard of living is attained permanently.

Now this cycle has two features. in the first place, it is

groundtkr1 in the nature of things. A higher standard of living

in an economic community is, generally, bath a qualitative and

and a quantitative improvement of the flow of basic goods and

services. To attain that improvement, the community has to set

about transforming its pattern of combinations of production

factors. Such a transformation postulates at the outset an

rryr'r—rmarmrr.
0
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increase of surplus production and so a surplus expansion with

perhaps a basic disequilibrium. However, once this condition is

fulfilled, there follows the increase of the standard of living

in a compound and then a basic expansion with perhaps a period

of surplus disequilibrium. Finally, the hir , 1-,ili standard of living

reaches its peak, the maximum possible within the transformed

economy, and once it is attained there is no more to be done

than maintain it. The second feature is that this cyclic process,

grounded in the nature of things, does not coincide in all respects

with the familiar trade cycles. The latter are marked by basic

and surplus and compound contractions, while no mention of contractions

was made in the logical scheme by which an economic community

moves systematically from a lower to a higher standard of living.

((t	
Thus it is necessary to distinguish between pure cycles, which

omit contractions, and perturbed cycles in which the upward movement
0."

of the pure cycle is cut short by a gen„ral contraction. Generally

there. is no objection to the pure cycle which yields an improvement

of living standards; equally generally there is vehement objection

to the trade cycle which begins with the movements of the pure cycle

but ends up with something very different. However, the pure cycle

is for the moment the mere suggestion of a possible theoretic

construction; later we shall return to it, but the present point

is simply the observation that quantity phases are phases of a

process.
0

The analysis of D2E' and D2E" revealed not only quantity factors

((.1P of acc.luration, NI and DQ", but also price factors, DPI and DP".

The rsignificance of the latter is that they mark a divergence

between the circulation phases, defined in terms of D 20' and D20",

and the quantity phases, defined in terms of Dqt and Dv.
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Accordingly, it is not worth while to set up a further group of

nine price-level phases, since DPI and DP" simply indicate what

might be described metaphorically as the inertia of the quantity

process of goods and services in its response to accelerations

initiated in the circulatory process of payments. Rapid increases

or decreases in the circulatory process have not a proportionate

effect in the quantity process but are in part absorbed by positive

or negative price increments. Thus booms are notoriously inflationary

and slumps deflationary. Hence DP' and DP" are best taken as

indices of divergence between circulatory and quantity phases.

The main analytic apparatus is now complete. Two acceleration

systems have been defined: a circulatory system consisting of two

connected circuits that are accelerated by an external redistribution

function; a quantity system of two parts in which one part is the

long-term accelerator of the other. In each of these acceleration

systems nine phases of a cyclic process have been defined in

parallel fashion, with postulates determining the normative phases

of the circulatory system, and an inner logic or ground in the

nature of things indicated as the normative or pure cycle of the

quantity process. Finally, indices of price increments serve

as markers of the divergence between the two systems.



4. The Effect of Net Transfers. 	 The basic circuit is

connected with the redistributional function by two routes,

net transfers to supply, BSI, and net transfers to demand, DEO.

Similarly, the surplus circuit is connected by two routes,

net transfers to supply, DS", and net transfers to demand, DD".

In defining the normative phases, the correlation of these

net transfers with the rates of the circuits was evaded by

the introduction of postulates. It is now necessary to deter-

mine, in so far as possible, what the correlation is.

The existence of the problem is apparent. For instance,

DO' is a rate, so much money going to basic outlay every so

often. The increase of this rate may result from an increase

in the quantity or from an increase in the velocity of money,

so that th one might write

D20' =	 rc.dv	 v.dm . dv.dm	 (26)

where "m" is a quantity of money and "dm" its finite increment,

and. "v" is a velocity of money and "dv" its fin-te increment.

Evidently, unless one knows the conditions under which money

changes its velocity in the circuits, one cannot tell when a

net transfer, DS', is needed to effect an increase of DO , .

Further, unless one knows some correlation between DS' ,an

which is an increment of circulating capital, and din, which

is an increment in the quantity of money in outlay, one is

still in the dark about the relations between DS' and D 20'.

A gen..ral solution of the problem is not as difficult as

$ might appear. Re have to deal not with the quantity and velocity

of money in all and any payments but only with the quantity and

velocity in operative payments. But operative payments have



been defined as standing in a net-work congruent with the net-work

of the productive process; it follows that we have to deal with

quantities of money congruent with the values emerging in the

productive process, and with velocities of money congruent with

the velocities of the productive process. In fact we shall be able

to deal with the more precise ideas of turnover size and turnover

grequency instead of the ill-defined ideas of quantity of money

and velocity of money.

Perhaps the first step will best be an illustration of this

correlation. Suppose that two ship-builders, A and B, each launch

a new ship every 15 days, that A has 5 ships under construction at

once while B has 10, and so that A completes another ship every

75 days while B requires 150 days. To avoid irrelevant differences,

we may suppose that all ships are similar in all respects, that

they are sold as soon as they are launched for the same selling

price, and so that total receipts and the ay.regates of costs and

profits are the same in both instances. There are then tmm

equal volumes of business: each receives the selling price of one

ship every fifteen days; and each proceeds to make aggregates of

initial and transitional payments at the same rate. However,

this identity of volumes of business does not involve an :Identity

of quantities and velocities of money. A's turnover is an aggregate

of receipts and payments on 5 ships, while B's turnover is an

aggregate of receipts and payments on 10 ships. When A sells

a ship, he has been making payments on it for 75 days, on a second

ship for 60 days, on a third for 45 days, on a fourth for 30 days,

on a fifth for 15 days. But when B sells a ship,.he has inaking

ma payments on it for 150 days, on a second for 135 days, and on



a third to a tenth ship for periods of 120, 105, 90, 75, 60, 15,

30, and 15 days respectively. Thus, Avs volume of business is a

matter of 5 ships every 75 days, while Ws is a matter of 10 ships

every 150 days. The two volumes are equal, but A moves money twiee

as rapidly as B, yet moves only half as much as B.

The difference between turnover size and turnover frequency

has been put with exaggerated clarity. It remains that the same

distinction can be made with regard to every entrepreneur hi

basic or in surplus supply. Each one is p, rforming a certain

number of services or contributing to the supply of a certain

number of products at once. Such performance or contribution

takes a certain amount of time. But once this time has elapsed,

the entrepreneur proceeds to a new batch of services or products.

Thus entrepreneurial activities fall into series of repeated

routines. Further, each of these routines form financial unities:

receits come in for the goods or services supplied; transitional

payments are made to other entrepreneurs for their contribution

to the supply; initial payments are made to the immediate factors;

and the aggregate of transactions regarding that batch of pods

or services is closed. Thus, the production period hasits

correlative in the monetary order, namely, the turnover period;

and similarly the value of the goods processed or the services

rendered in the production period has its monetary correlative

in turnover size.

Certain clarifications are in order. Th. turnover period

is not necessarily identical with the production period, for the

turnover period is the period of both production and sale. if

the first ship-builder, A, could sell a ship no oftener than once

every sixteen days, his production period mip;ht remain 75 days



but his turnover period would lengthen to 80 days. The production

period sets a lower limit to the turnover period, but turnover

periods lengthen when sales do not keep pace; and in the limit

decreasing sales lead to a reduction of turnover size. Thus, if

A could sell one ship only once every 19 days, he might deliberate

between having 5 'ships in construction at once with ,a turnover

period of 95 days, or reducing his construction to 4 ships at once

with a turnover period of 75 days.

Turnover size will be measured by the transitional and initial

payments arising from the turnover. When the entrepreneur's operations

are constant, turnover size will also be equal to the receipts from

the. turnover. Nhen however the entrepreneur is increasing or

decreasing the scale of his operations, recipts differ from

turnover size, and this difference involves a net transfer to,x4v

from or to the redistribution function. Thus if decreasing sales

led the first ship-builder to have only four ships under construction

at once, his active circulating capital would decrease by one fifth;

the,Teceipts for five ships are not needed to meet the initial

and transitional payments on four. Later, if increasing sales

encourage a return to a turnover of 5 ships at once, then circulating

capital that had gone off to the redistribution function has to

return; receipts from four ships do not suffice to meet the transitional

and initial payments on five. It may be noted, finally, that we

make provision Is further on for the complication caused by

increasing or decreasing inventories, that is, stocks of goods

kept on hand to meet sudden increases in demand.

0!	 Let us now systematize the results obtained. gith regard to

all the entrepreneurs in basic supply during a given interval,



let rij be the initial payments of the ith tiallRevep entrepreneur

in his ith turnover or fractional turnover during that interval,

and let sij he the corresponding transitional payments. Then,

the aggregate initial payments of basic supply during the Eta

interval, which is the defiAtion of DO', may also be expressed

as a double summation of r j , nemetn so that

DO' = E i rij
	 (27)

and similarly the volume of transitional payments, which may be

termed DTI, is another double summation, namely,

DTI =	 z s ii 	 (2 8)

Next, if we define turnover frequency as the number of turnovers

of a given entrepreneur in a given interval, and observe that

this number may be a fraction, proper or improper, it will be

possible to find average values for the initial payments and

other ay.irage values for the transitional payments in the

successive turnovers of each entrepreneur during any given

interval. This makes it possible to replace the double summations

by single summations so that

DOI = E r n.i	 (29)

DTI = E sins

where ni is the turnover frequency of the ith entrepreneur in

the given interval and the summations are taken with respect to

all entrepreneurs in basic supply.

If now two successive intervals are compared, and it is

found that the ith entrepreneur increases his initial payments
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by dri , his transitional payments by ds i , and his turnover frequency

by dni, then the increments in DO' and DT' will be

D20' =	 (ridni	 nidri 4 dn idr i )	 (31)

D2T' =	 (sidni	 nidsi 4 dnids1)	 (32)

wh.re again the summations are taken with regard to all entre-

pruneurs in basic supply. Equation (31) gives a correlation

between changes in velocity of money and changes in the rate

of basic outlay. Basic outlay can increase, through the increase

of monetary velocity, to the extent that turnover frequencies

can increase; and turnover frequencies increase in two ways;

first, by the daimination of lagging sales so that turnover

periods are reduced to the size of production periods; second,

by the introduction of more rapid methods of production, provided

that these more rapid methods are accompanied by an increased

efficiency in sales. This correlation is far from heir; a model

of precision, but at lea -,t it takes variations in DO' from

chEinging monetary velocity out of an obscure region of pure

indetermination. Changing mxthodsxa2 production periods are

observable phenomena; so also are brisker and slower sales;

without eith„r of these we cannot suppose that DO' varies

from changes in monetary velocity; and with these one can suppose

no more than a limited and proportionate chanre of monetary

velocity. Other changes in DO' have to be attributed to net

transfers, DS'.

There remains the kke. question, To what extent does DS'

effect an increase or decrease in DO'? For evidently DS'

does not effect solely the quantity increments, dri, but also the
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quantity increments, ds i . Consider the equation,

sins	 virini
	

( 33)

in which the left-hand side gives the volume of transitional

payments in the interval while the LeAtiAla right-hand side

multiplies by a "v i" the volume of initial payments. That is

the multiplier, v i ? At a first approximation it is the number

of times the product per interval of the ith entrepreneur is

sold transitionally during the interval. Thus, when the ith

entrepreneur deals immediately with consumers, v i is zero.

Ihen his product per interval is sold once transitionally

during the interval and once finally, then vi is one. When

three quarters of his product is sold four times and one

quarter is sold five times, exclusive of final sales, then

vi is (4x3/4 + 511/4) or MR four and one quarter. But

this gives only the first approximation to vi. At a second

approximation one has to take into account that, particularly

in the more distant transitional sales, it is not the product

of the present interval but the product of previous intervals

that is being sold transitionally. These products may differ

in quantity and in price from the present interval's rini, but

it remains that there is some numerical proportion between

the payments they involve. Thus a further correction can be

introducbd into the calculation of the transitional velocities,

v
i' 

and it must be introduced to satisfy equation (33). It will

be convenient to term the latter type of variation of v i its

conventional variation, while variation in the number of transitional

sales will be called its independent variation.



So much for the general functional relation between initial

and transitional payments, equation (33). If we suppose that

turnover frequencies are constant, then the relation between

increments dr i , ds i , dv i is given by

(ridvi 	vidri . dridvi )	 ds i	 (34)

appear
hence increments in transitional payments per turnover, dsi, do nbt/

at once, for the transitional buyers do not increase their

payments when the ith entrepreneur increases his outlays but

when they purchase his increased products. On the other hand,

as soon as these purchases begin, the convention works in the

opposite direction, for the increments, dvi, now have the opposite

sign, and through dr i may have returned to zero, r i is standing

on its new level. Next, if one turns from these short-term effects,

one,may suppose that vi remains constant so that dvi is zero;

this gives thelogg-term correlation

vidri =	 dsi	 (35)

which holds in a successful acceleration of the whole process.

Now the net transfer from or to the redistributional function, DS',
ProM.Thilt•

ba6ILAT4TytAtkliyncrements in circulating capital needed for

both transitional and initial payments. Hence, when turnover

frequencies are constant and accelerations are successful, i.e.

the 1i:creased product is sold all along the line, then

Wit-41

The immediate effect of ma increments in outlay per turnover, dri ,

is offset by the opposite increments in transitional velocities,

dvi , according to the convention of the preceding paragraph;



.	 (dri 4 ds i )	 (36)

which with equation (35) gives

DS'	 (1	 vi )dr i
	 (37)

Thus, the net transfer, DS!, is equal to the increments in active

monetary circulating capital; and these increments are equal to

the increments in outlay per turnover, plus multiples of the

latter depending on the number of transitional sales.

One must be con t ent merely  to mention the possibility of

independent variations of v i . These emerge in changes in the

structure of transitional payments when, for example, a merger

eliminates or the break-up of a large corporation into smaller

. units creates a proprietary barrier that involves transitional

payments. If the avregate of outlays remains the same, one

may expect the second term of the left-hand side of equation

(34)' to summate to zero, positive instances of dri cancelling

against negative instances. The same'holds for the third term.

Hence one would get

dsi = i	 r idv i
	 (38)

so that the merger, in which dv i is negative, would give negative

increments in active monetary circulating capital devoted to

transitional payments. The break-up of a corporation would

have the opposite effect. Hoever, such structural changes

affect not only transitional payments but also turnover frequencies;
reed5

the length of the turve imile-r_wg..-is-determines the quantity ofur
rit 

	

money re:iuired fort 	 in each turnover and so the new pattern
ama

of instances of drit; Thus while circulating capital needed for

transitional payments decreases in one respect this may be

offset by other requirements.



Equations (36) and (37) tacitly assume that the increased

quantities of money involved in increased turnovers are derived

exclusively from the net transfer to basic supply, DS 1 . This

tacit assumption has now to be corrected: the quantity of money

in the basic circuit may increase or decrease in three ways,

by a net transfer to basic supply, by a n ,t transfer to basic

demand, and by a cross-over disequilibrium. Let DM' be this

increase in quantity of money in a given interval, so that

DM'	 DS' 4. DD' T	 DG	 (39)

where the parallel equation for the surplus circuit would be

DM" DS" 4. DD" - DG (40)

since a positive DG empties .the surplus circuit in favour of the

basic while a negative DG empties the basic circuit in favour of

the surplus (cf. equation 4 above).

The next question is whether DM' may replace DS' in equations

(36) and (37). The answer involves some determination of the

concept of income velocities. Let us write

DD'	 DE' -	 (41)

so that savings are in the redistribution function: when people

spend lass than they earn, the difference gives a negative DD';

and when they spend more than they are earn, they aro drawing on

savings in the redistribution function and effecting a positive

DDI. The effect of this equation, (41) , is to eliminate the

concept of income velocities. There is a rate of income, DO';

there is a rate of expenditure, DE'; but between these two there

is no rate but only a quantity of money which DD' increases or

diminishes in a manner that equIlibrates the two terminal rates,

DO' and DE'. This device assimilates the analysis of velocity



in basic demand to the analysis already given for su basic supply:

for in supply there were posited no velocities of money between

payments, but simply rates of payment with quantities of money

between them and DS' as the proximate source of variations in

these Quantities.

A further effect of equation (41) , more relevant to the present

issue, appears on recalling that

DI'	 =	 DO'	 DG 	 (7)

so that

DE'	 DO'	 DG T DD'	 (42)

so that basic expenditure equals basic outlay plus the cross-over

difference plus the n,-,t transfer to basic demand. But basic

expenditure is also basic receipts, that is, the receipts of the

entrepreneurs who deal immediately with consumers. Now such

receipts over an interval may be equal to or greater than or less

than the payments, initial and transitional, of these entrepreneurs

over the interval. Let us assume that at the end of each interval

thee entrepreneurs make up their books, transfer a positive difference

to the redistribution function to give a tt.ci, negative element in

DS!, or make good a negative difference by effecting a positive

transfer from the redistribution function. Then,

(4)DM!	 =	 (dsi T dr i )

and on the suppositions of equation (37)

DM"	 =	 (1 4. v i )dr i

((r
_(44)



The foregoing results may be put more precisely. It will he

recalled that r ini and s ini are approximate averarre figures over

the interval and that dr i , ds i , dni are increments found by comparing

the ay.,rages of two intervals. However, there is another notation,

already mentioned, that makes rij the exact initial payments and

sij the exact transitional payments of the ith entrepreneur in his

1th turnover or fractional turnover during the interval. Let us

define drij and dsi j as the increments emerging from the comparison

of two successive turnovers, figures being taken from complete and

not from fractional turnovers. Further, 1,t DM! be the quantitative

increment of money in the circuit during the same Interval and not,

as hitherto, the increment in the second of two intervals under

comparison. Then, on the supl:ositions of equations (42) and (43)

DM!	 Z	 (dr	 4 ds. )ij	 ij

and since it is always possible to find numbers, ui, j, such that
4

x ds ij = L	 uijdrij	 (46)

one can also write

DM!	 =	 (1 4 uij )drij	 (47)

wh,.re all summations are taken first with respect to turnovers "j"

and then with respect to entrepreneurs "i." In this notation

0

	

	 varying velocities, i.e. turnov e r freuencios, appear in the

number of terms in the summations with respect to "j".
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expansion. Finally, the cycle initiatied by the movement of the

process from an initial static phase through a surplus expansion,

a basic disaquilibrium, a compound expansion, a surplus disequi-

librium, and a basic expansion, may be said to have a normative

goal in the attainment of a new static phase on a higher level.

But to advance steadily towards that goal, to avoid the inter-

ruptiOns of basic, surplus, compound contractions, the agents of

the economy have to adapt their preference schedules and correct

their expectations to each of the successive phaSes. For the cycle

has an objective logic of its own and its successive phases

postulate different preferences and different expectations.

On the other hand, to believe and act up to the belief that the

preferences and expectations proper to, say, a surplus expansion

are equally legitimate and satisfactory pragmatically in a basic

expansion or a static phase, that is to invite a type of disaster

which by its frequent recurrence has b,:come familiar.

• This brings us to the second difference between a Robinson

Cruscie and a large scale exchangeeconomy. The latter is a monetary

economy, and the use of the medium of exchange can act as a screen

that 'hides from view the objective necessity of changing preferences

and expectations in accordance with change in productive phases.

When Robinson is clearing a new field, he is incapable of the

illusion that that activity enables him to have more to eat here

.and now. When Robinson is reaping greater harvests from more

more numerous fields, he is 4Reaphle incapable of the illusion

that the corn he will not care to eat can be transmogrified

into the capital equipment of, say, a powddr plant or another

cleared field. But the multitudinous Robinsons of the exchange

economy are rewarded with money whether they clear fields of?
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The argument now moves forward to a fresh topic,. Monetary

velocities in basic supply have been shown to be a function of

turnover frequencies, and turnover frequencies a function of

the efficiency of sales and the length of production periods.
monetary

The division of net transfers, DSI, between/circulating capital

for initial paym,nts and for transitional payments, have been

made a function of transitional velocities, v i , which depend on

the numbef of times the product of a given entrepreneur is sold

transitionally in the standard interval. It remains that we

complete the circuit with a consideration of income velocities

and of additi)ns to income by net transfers, DD'.

As a matter of convenience 1,Jt us divide entrepreneurs

into three classes: an initial group, Ei l which makes no trans-

itional payments; a group of middlemen, Ej, whose transitional

payments form the total receipts of the initial group; and a

final group, Ek , whose total receipts are basic expenditure, DE',

and, whose transitional payments are the total receipts of the

middlemen. Th.ire are two conventional elements in this structure

of basic supply. The first conventional element lies in the

manner of the description: we speak of groups of entrepreneurs

when really we have no interest in entrepreneurs; we are studying

not entrepreneurs but payments in their circular relationships,

and, in fact, the entrepreneurs in the three groups are mere

figure-heads; what they stand for are sets of payments and receipts,

and really what is under discussion are such sets. The second

conventional element lies not in the nomenclature but in the

structure itself. 1'o real structure of basic supply admiti

the mama elegant simplicity of the above description; them are
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endless complications, and these complications are not constant

but shifting. But whatever the complications and their changes,

there is one constant feature, namely, the balancing of ledgers,

the equality of receipts and payments. The complexities of inter-

dependence represented by the balancing of ledgers are not the

object of our study, but that balancing itself. Hence we are

content to study such balancing under the simple conditions of

three groups of entrepreneurial figure-heads.

Let us say that the volume of payments per interval of the

initial group, Ei, is Z r ini , of the group of middlemen, E j ,

is Z (r,n j 4 s,n•.)
'

 and of the final group, Ek, is E (rknk T sknk),

wh,;re "r" denotes initial payments, "s" transitional payments,

"n" turnover frequencies, and the three summations are taken with

respect to all instances of "i", "j", and "k" respectively.

Then since initial payments are identical with outlay we have

DO = Z (rini 4 r jnj 4 rknk )

On the further assumption that in each case payments of the interval

equal receipts of the interval, we have

DE' =	 (rknk	 (40)

sknk =	 (rn	 sn
j
)	 (41)

s•n• =	 r in iJ

Equation (40) states that the receipts of the final group are

equal to their initial and transitional payments. Equation (4l)

states that the receipts of the group of middlemen are equal

to their initial and transitional Payments. Equation (42) states



that the receipts of the initial group are equal to their initial

payments, which, ex hypothesi, are their sole payments. But the

transitional payments of the final group are identical with the

receipts of the middlemenk, and the transitional payments of the

middlemen are identical with the receipts of the initial group.

Hence the summation of sknk appears in both (40) and (41), and

the summation of s n appears in both (41) and (42). On the

elimination of these summations, it appears that DO' and DE'

are equal, for both equal the summation of the rates of initial

payments per interval. Let us further suppose cross-over equi-

librium, so that DG equals zero, and DO' e-uals DI'. It then
and, inversely, the consequent

appears that the condition/of entrepreneurial receipts equaling

entrepreneurial payments is that the expenditure of basic demand,

DE', equals the income of basic demand, DIE.

Now it is important to distinguish two different aspects

of equations (39) to (42). Under a certain aspect these equations

express a truism: if entrepreneurial receipts and payments equate,

then they equate not only among entrepreneurs but also between

entrepreneurs and the third party, demand. But under another

aspect the same equations, so far from expressing a necessary

truth, express an almost unattainable ideal, namely, a dynamic

equilibrium to which any actual process continually attempts

. to approximate by varyJng prices and changine; quantities of

supply. To study the truism is to study book-keeping, to study

the art of double entry, and to learn the magic of the variable

items, profit and loss, which yerfbrce make the books balonee.

To study the ideal is to study equilibrium analysis. The book-

keepers are wise after the event. But if the entrepreneurs are

to be wise, they have to be wise before the event, for their



payments precede their receipts, and the receipts may equal the

payments but they may also be greater or less, to give the entre-

preneur a windfall profit or loss. Such justification or condem-

nation of payments by receipts the book-keeper records but the •

entrepreneur has to anticipate, and the P;roupds of his anticipations,

their effects upon his . decisions, and the interaction of all decisions,

form the staple topic of equilibrium analysis. slow the view-point

of the present discussion is neither that of the book-keeper nor

that of the equilibtium analyst. Equations (39) to (42) are

regarded not as a set of facts recorded by book-keepers, nor as

an ideal which entrepreneurs strive yet ever fail to attain, but

as a first approximation to the law of the circulation in the

basic circuit. The first approximation to the law of projectiles

is the pirabola: one might, if one chose, consider projectiles
at

as aiming/or tending towards the ideal of the parabola yet ever

being frustrated by wind-resistance; one might elaborately

describe the trajectory of the projectile as an indefinite series

of parabolas, each one in succession the goal of its tendency

only to be deserted because adverse circumstance set it on another

track. In such a description of trajectories there is to be'

found at least a superficial resemblance with the statement

that an economy is tending towards equilibrium at ever instant,

'fie though towards a different equilibrium at every different

successive instant. But whatever the resemblance, and however

deep and significant the difference, we here propose to xtudy

take a circuit in equilibrium as a first approximation to the

law of the circuit and examine first the implicati ,:ns of this

law and then the second approximations that are relevant to

our inquiry.

0



If we suppose that equations (39) to (42) represent any

first interval and that in a second interval, in which cross-over

equilibrium is assumed, the increments in the terms are D20 1 ,

D2 I', D2El, D2 R 1 , dri , dr j , drk , dni , dn j , dnk , ds j , ds k ,

then the conditions that the acceleration is a success, i.e.,

that the acceleration has extended round the circuit in accordance

with the first approximation to the law of the circuit, are to

found in the followin7 equations.

(43)
D20' = D2 I 1 = E (dr ini r dr.

J
n 4. dr

k
n
k 
4 r

i
dn	 r

j
dn

j 
4 r

k
dn

k
) //

D2EI . n2 11	 -y,	 y.	 dsknk	 qr,- "I = E 
ta
 knk
	an	

"-k"k	
a 1	 (44)

(dsknk f s kdnk) =	 (drjnj T r jdn j T ds jn j 4 s'idni)	 (45)

(ds in i Y s idn i )	 (drini T ridni )	 (46)

These equations are derived by substituting in equations (39) to (42)

a (r1. - f dr i) for an r i , etc., etc., multiplying out the expressions,

neglecting the products of two increments, such as dr idni , and

eliminating through (39) to (42) the products containing no

increments, such as rani. The initial substitution implies that

the increments are such as to satisfy the conditions defined by the

initial equations. The final elimination separates the donditions

of an equilibrium circulation from the conditions of a 	 lThkilarD

Olt successful acceleration of a circulation. The neglect of the

products of two increments makes equations (43) to (46) approximate

except when one is considering pure frequency accelerations

(when all instances of dr and ds are zero) or pure quantity .

accelerations (when all instances of do are zero):



The simificance of equations (43) to (46) is conceptual.

They provide a definition of a successful acceleration of the basic

circuit, a meaning for the already indicated didtinction between

a pure quantity accdaeration and a pure frequency acceleration,

a basis of discussion for abortive accel rations, and finally a

means of contrasting such circulatory success or failure with

the success or failure of acceleration of the productive t rhythms.

Our first task is to complete our inspection of uhe circuit.

There remains t he question of quantities of money and velocities

of money in basic demand. how if we define DD' by the equation

DD' =	 DE' - DI'	 (47)

there seems no lack of plausibility. The equation means that

savings are in the redistribution function, so that when people

in basic, demand are spending more than they earn, they are transfering

savings - to basic demand to make up the difference; again when they

are spending less than they earn, they are creating savings and

so transfering money from basic demand to the redistribution

function. However, this equation has a further implication,

namely, that income velocities, in the aggregate, cease to be

an added variable in the system. By giving; DD' the above precise

meaning, one eliminates such suppositions as that DD' adds to

the quantity of money in basic demand merely'to decrease the

velocity of money there or, inversely, that'it subtracts from

the quantity of money there merely to increase its velocity.

DD' has been tied down to an exclusive role of quantity acceleration,

and income velocities in the aggregate are determinate when DI'

and DE' are determinate. To put the same point differently,



the concept of income velocities has been eliminated, there is a

rate of income, DI'; there is a rate of expenditure, DE'; but

between the two there is no rate, but only a quantity of money,

which DD' has the function of increasing or decreasing. This

last statement assimilates the analysis of the basic demand function.

to that of the basic supply function; for in supply we consider

only rates of payment, turnover sizes and frequencies, and between

such rates we do not posit vj.rtual monetary velocities but only

quantities of money in reserve, quantities which DS' augments or

diminishes.

If ,now we revert of to equations (43) to (46), we observe

that the successful acceleration of the circuit involves two

types of increment, quantity increments, dr i , ar j , drk , ds j , dsk ,

and frequency increments, dn i , do j , dn k ; reference to D20 1 , #I 1

D2E 1 , D2R'," is omitted since they are but other - names for the

same realities. Now with respect to the quantity increments,

the question arises, To what extent are they due to DS'.and to

what extent are they due to DD'? In other words, the quantity

increments show than there is more money in circulation, say,

DM 1 , where DM' is defined by the equation,

DM'
	

(dr
i 4 dr j
	 drk	 ds.
	 ds

k
)

. or on the suppositions of equation (37)

DM' =	 [(1 4 v )dr i 4 (1	 v i )dr i

the summations being taken with respect to all instances of "i,"

"j," and "k," that. is, with respect to all members of the three

groups of entrepreneurs. Now when we were engaged in the study



of basic supply, it was natural to consider this total quantity

increment as the work of the net transfer, DV; but nou evidently

such a total increment in the whole circuit may to some extent be

the work of DV, so that

DID	 =	 DS 1 4 DD ►

Which, then, of the two nbt transfers has the preponderant role

in increasing xl or decreasing the quantity of money in the

circuit?

First, with reggrd to increases, it should seem that the

role of DD' can be little more than initial stimulation. People

may spend more than they earn by drawing on savings, but they

cannot do so to any great extent. To give DD' a preponderant

role would make quantity accelerations of the basic circuit both

small andt.h,o441,3-111is .. short-lived. On the other hand, our

society has developed vast mechanisms to provide entrepreneurs

with the means of making large and sustained additions to the

quantity of money in the circuit. It practised mercantilism

to obtain more gold when money was gold. It developed banking

and bills of exchange. It replaced a gold currency, first,

with a gold standard fiduciary issue and, later, with what is

to all practical purposes a new kind of money, money-of-account.

These developments did not take place to enable consumers to

spend more than they earn, but to enable entrepreneurs to pave

increase the size of their turnovers. Consumers cannot pay
on

interest on their consumption or even/the increments in their

consumption. But entrepreneurs can pay interest on the size of

their turnovers. There is a second argument. It is that in an

economy in which supply is responsive to demand, any po4ive

action of DD' would tae. immediately stimulate entrepreneurial
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expansion. The middlemenk and the initial group would begin

increased turnovers before they began to receive increased receipts.

The increased initial payments in the turnovers would mean an

increased rate of income, so that to maintain a positive DD 1

a further immediate increase in the rate of expenditure would

be necessary. There is a third argument which follows out of the

second, namely, that at the beginning of an expansion outlays

are increasing more rapidly than goods at the final market,

so that the increase in income is larger than the immediately

available increase of objects on which income may be spent;

hence unless DD' is negative and people are spending less than

they are earning, prices will rise to give a positive DP'

and make excessive expenditure equal to insufficient goods.

But as soon as a negative DD' is needed to prevent price inflation,

a positive DD' would only accentuate the price inflation;

and while this positive action on the part of DD' would reduce

to some extent the need of positive action on the part of DS',
especially

it also would increase that need/if the acceleration of the

supply of goodtnd services continues; for the rising price

level would be communicated back from the final 4 market through 4'

the transitional markets and at the same time a demand for

increased wages would arise, so that the whole basis of calculation

of initial and transitional payments is raised.

The three arguments tend to show that quantity acceleration

of the circuit through the action of DDt is 141414904988 impossible,
"r4	 rodt ost.at

inasmuch as people cannotA spend more than they earn, unnecessary,

inasmuch as entrepreneurs will effect the quantity acceleration

in response to any real stimulus, inadvisable, inasmuch as such

0 )
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The significance of the equations (43) to (46) is conceptual.

They provide a definition of a successful acceleration of the

basic circulation, a meaning for a distinction between pure

quantity and pure frequency accelerations, a basis of discussion

for abortive or non-successful accelerations, and finally a

means of contrasting circulatory success, so defined, and the

success of accelerations of the productive process.

The first step is a corsideration of the f7eriral conditions

of such an acceleration. In so far as there are increments

in the quantity of initial or transitional paym.,ints per turnover,

the net transfers, DS' and aDt, have been active. For variations

in income velocities can be eliminated from the discussion by

defining DI)! by the equation

DD 1 = DE' -	 (47)

This is not arbitrary



in terms of known, i.e. already assigned variables.

This procedure is not arbitrary even though the argument used

involves an arbitrary control over the precise meaning to be attri-

buted to "money in the demand function" and "net transfers during

an interval." The absence of pure arbitrariness maybe shown by

establishing the same result in another way. The as'signed variables

determine the quantities and rates-of initial payments;per turnover;

they also determine the quantities and rates of final sales;per

turnover; but the initial payments are income and the final sales

are expenditure. The quantities and velocities in basic demand

begin from income and end at expenditure; chanties in the quantities

are determinate lig when DD' is determinate; but if we know the

rate of flow at eith.r end and the quantity in between, we also

(0 know the velocity in between.



The significance of the equations (43) to (46) is conceptual.

They provide a definition of a successful acceleration of the

basic circuit, a meaning for a distinc pion bet.veen pure frec;uency

acceleration and pure quantity acceleration, as indicated above,

a basis of discussion for abortive accelerations, and finally

a means of constrasting circulatory success, so defined, with the

success of an acceleration of productive rhythms.

The first step is a consideration_ of he general conditions

of the successful acceleration and, to begin, there is the :;uestion

whether income velocities are a further variable or whether they

are determinate when the already assii ned variables are determinate.

Tvo consideratio::s favour the second alternative. The first is

that income velocities are periods of time between initial

payments aid final sales; but the assigned variables determine
of initial payments

the quantity/pr turnover and the number pf turnovers per interval;

they also define the quantities of money involved and the rapidity

of turnovers of final sales, ltx	 xtr to It follows that

the aggregate of income velocities have some determinate index.

Again, if a circular flow is successful, then the elements of

the flow are not piling up at one point to leave a vacuum at

another
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